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Objectives
 Discuss the reference material available on the NRC

Website
 Discuss Operator Licensing Program Feedback

(aka FAQs)
 Discuss where to find frequently used forms
 Discuss FAQs posted within the last year or so

What Operator Licensing Reference Material is available
on the NRC Website?
 We will first discuss what is available and where it can

be found.
 We will then visit the website and demonstrate how to

access this information.
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Operator Licensing Program
Feedback
 Commonly referred to as FAQs
 Twenty‐0ne categories total
 Seventeen categories are based on sections of the Operator






Licensing Examination Standards for Power Reactors
(NUREG‐1021)
One category is for Requalification Inspections (IP‐71111.11)
One category is for Simulation Facilities
One category is for 10 CFR 55
One category is for questions that do not fit another
category (General)

Recently Published FAQs
(9/21/2012)
 Gen.53 ‐ Must detailed medical evidence be submitted with NRC Form

396 (associated with either an initial or license renewal application) for
minor medical conditions related to corrective lenses or hearing aids?

 The short answer is “no.” During the 10CFR55 rule change in 1987, the

NRC received public comments that detailed medical evidence should
not be required to be submitted for common conditions, such as
corrective lenses and hearing aids. The staff agreed and modified Form
396 to require medical evidence only for restrictions other than
corrective lenses or hearing aids. As NRC Form 396 was again modified
in later years to accommodate new restrictions (such as “no solo,” “shall
take medication,” and “shall submit medical status report”), the
requirement to “attach supporting medical evidence for NRC review”
was moved to the section header for simplicity, rather than include it
with each applicable license restriction in the list.
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Where can NRC Forms be found?
 (1) Click on the “Licensing Process” link, and links are

provided for applicable forms under the related topic
areas
 (2) Click on “FORMS” under the “POPULAR
DOCUMENTS” heading at the bottom of the web page

NRC Website Operator Licensing
Reference Material
 www.nrc.gov
 “NUCLEAR REACTORS” tab on top of home page
 “Operator Licensing” on dropdown menu

Questions?
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10CFR55.40 Implementation
“… The Commission shall also use the criteria in
NUREG-1021 to evaluate the written
examinations and operating tests prepared by
power reactor facility licensees pursuant to
paragraph (b) of this section.”
“(b) Power reactor facility licensees may prepare,
proctor and grade the written examinations
required by 10CFR55.41 and 10CFR55.43 and
may prepare the operating tests required by
10CFR55.45, subject to ….”

10CFR55.45, Operating Tests

◦ Identify annunciators and condition
indicating signals and perform
appropriate remedial actions when
appropriate.
◦ Identify the instrumentation systems
and significance of facility instrument
readings.
◦ Use procedures, manipulate controls,
etc.
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NUREG-1122 and -1123 (K/A Catalogs for
PWRs and BWRs, respectively)

◦ K6 – Knowledge of the effect of a loss or
malfunction on the following [SYSTEM] components:
◦ A2 – Ability to (a) predict the impacts of the
following malfunctions or operations on the
[SYSTEM], and (b) based on those predictions, use
procedures to correct, control, or mitigate the
consequences of those malfunctions or operations:
◦ Other K/As also may be tested using alternate path
JPMs (“cause-effect” relationships, power supplies,
etc.)



Purpose

◦ With regard to the operating test, 10CFR55.45
specifically requires an assessment of the
examinees’ understanding of and ability to perform
actions specified in the regulation. Alternate Path
JPMs are used to assess such understanding during
the walk-through (a.k.a., JPM) because they require
examinees to evaluate unplanned conditions or
events while executing procedures and to
implement acceptable, alternative methods of
accomplishing the assigned task. [NUREG-1021,
Appendix A]



Definition

◦ Alternate paths incorporate malfunctions of
instrumentation or components that require the
examinee to perform actions other than those
performed when a system responds normally.
[NUREG-1021, Appendix C]
◦ Alternate path JPMs, JPMs in which malfunctions
occur, are used to provide a methodology to
evaluate whether an examinee has the skills and
knowledge at the level needed to safely operate the
system. [NUREG-1021, Appendix C]
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History

◦ Why do we have Alternate Path JPMs?

 Alternate Path JPMs were developed when pre-scripted
questions were eliminated from the walkthrough
portion of the exam.
 Questions previously were used to evaluate knowledge
of how to respond when the expected plant response
was not obtained.
 Alternate Path JPMs are now used to test the individual
operator knowledge/abilities associated with
malfunctions.

Five characteristics of alternate path JPMs:
Valid success path
2. Procedurally driven
3. Logical sequence
4. Independent of crew dynamics
5. Validated in advance


1.

[NUREG-1021, Appendix C]



Valid Success Path

◦ May require the applicant to analyze initial
conditions to determine an alternate method for
completing the task, mitigating a system-related
problem that occurs during the task, or realigning
the system. [NUREG-1021, Appendix C]
◦ A representative of Operations Management, as well
as the Exam Development Team, should agree on
the technical validity of the defined success path.
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Procedurally Driven

◦ A procedure must address the actions that are
required. [NUREG-1021, Appendix C]










Alarm Response Procedures
AOP / ONP
Response-Not-Obtained
Precaution or Limitation
Caution or Warning
Administrative Procedures (Conduct of Operations)
Operations Policy

Logical Sequence

◦ The sequence should be logical, but it should not
evolve into a “mini-scenario”.
◦ The examinee should not be expected to correct a
problem by entering ARPs, then AOPs, and then
transition into the EOPs – this is better tested on
the dynamic portion with the help of team
members.
◦ Does this mean that (for example) it should not be
expected that E-0, Reactor Trip or Safety Injection
(Westinghouse), entry be tested?



Independent of Crew Dynamics

◦ JPM should allow the examinee to complete the
task, or mitigate the problem that occurs during a
task, without having to rely on the actions of other
control room operators.

 What does this mean?
 Does this prevent the booth operator from performing
field actions (simulating) when requested by the
examinee? Is this OK as the action for an Alt Path?
 Does this prevent another board operator from being
on the simulator floor to address other items unrelated
to the JPM?
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Validated in Advance

◦ Each JPM should be validated before exam
administration (actually before the draft submittal)
and should not be changed thereafter.



Litmus Test

◦ The actions required to complete the task must be
different than the actions expected based on the
initiating cue for the task.
◦ FAQ 301.9 (Feedback from NRC public website):

 Although most alternate path JPMs do involve some
sort of system fault, the goal is to assess the
applicant’s response to a situation that is not as it
should be or is somehow different from what the
applicant might have expected based on the initiating
cue for the task.



Does a “respond-to-plant conditions” JPM
(a.k.a. “no-tell” JPMs) qualify as alternate
path?
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Do “respond-to-plant conditions” JPMs (a.k.a.
“no-tell” JPMs) qualify as alternate path?
◦ No
◦ If a “no-tell” JPM is used, then the event itself
should not be considered as the alternate path.
◦ After the initiating event, IF an additional failure or
malfunction occurs that requires the applicant to
mitigate or address that additional malfunction,
then it would be an acceptable Alternate Path JPM.



“No-Tell” Example: Przr PORV Fails Open

◦ If the action for successful completion of the JPM is
to close the PORV, then the JPM does not qualify as
an alternate path.
◦ If the PORV does not close when the operator
attempts to close it and the operator then closes
the block valve in response, then the JPM does
qualify as an alternate path.



Response-Not-Obtained

◦ Q: Does use of the RNO constitute an Alternate Path
JPM?
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Response-Not-Obtained

◦ Q: Does use of the RNO constitute an Alternate Path
JPM?



Maybe

◦ The RNO is a syntax that presents an If/Then
conditional statement. If the conditions are
addressing a malfunction, then the RNO may by
appropriate for providing guidance for an alternate
path.



Example where use of the RNO would not
qualify as an Alternate Path:

◦ Phase ‘B’ CIS has just occurred. The examinee is
instructed to manually perform the attachment to
verify alignment of Phase ‘B’ valves.
Left Column

◦ Valve B1 closed?











RNO

Manually close Valve B1

Example where use of the RNO would meet
the intent of an Alternate Path JPM:
[1] ___ MANUALLY TRIP REACTOR … (Rx trips)
[2] ___ VERIFY TURBINE TRIP:
a) Manually Trip Turbine (turbine does not trip)
b) Verify all Turbine Stop Valves - CLOSED (valves NOT closed –

failure during performance of task)

[2] RNO
b) Put both EHC Pumps in PTL.
◦ IF Turbine is still NOT tripped, THEN manually run back Turbine.
◦ IF Turbine cannot be run back, THEN close MSTVs and Bypass
Valves.
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Performance Criteria (Standard)

◦ Criteria must be objective.
◦ Criteria must be supported by procedures, analysis,
vendor information, etc. – especially when there is a
time requirement.
 How soon must a valve be closed? How soon must an
EDG be stopped? How soon must the reactor be
tripped?

◦ Preferable to have the standard for successful
completion tied to a plant parameter.
 e.g.: close PORV BV to avoid reactor trip.



Objective Criteria:

◦ 4 to 6 Alternate Path JPMs for ROs and Instant SROs.
◦ 2-3 Alternate Path JPMs for Upgrade SROs.
[NUREG-1021, Form ES-301-2]



Form ES-201-2 also contains one line-item
that requires a signature for verification that
the exam contains the required number of
alternate path JPMs.
Smart to target 5.



Questions?
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What is a “time-critical” JPM
“Time-critical” JPMs evaluate tasks
identified in the facility’s JTA that must be
completed within a defined time period for
each licensed position.
◦ Time requirements must have a basis:

 E-Plan classification / communication requirement
 Safety implications – time bounded by analysis



Successful Completion of JPM

◦ To successfully complete a time-critical JPM, the
operator must perform the “time-critical” steps
within a pre-specified time period, in addition to
successfully performing all of the critical steps
that are not time-critical.



Checklists

◦ Form ES-301-3, “Operating Test Quality Checklist”
◦ Form ES-701-7, “LSRO Operating Test Quality
Checklist”
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Appendix E, Policies and Guidelines for
Taking NRC Examinations

◦ Examiner will state to the applicant that the task
contains time-critical elements.
◦ The examiner will not provide the actual time
requirement to the applicant.
◦ Time-critical JPMs have been validated by your
facility and must be completed within the
predetermined time interval in order to obtain a
satisfactory grade for that JPM.



Questions?
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◦ Alternate paths incorporate malfunctions of
instrumentation or components that require the
examinee to perform actions other than those
performed when a system responds normally.
[NUREG-1021, Appendix C]
◦ Alternate path JPMs, JPMs in which malfunctions
occur, are used to provide a methodology to
evaluate whether an examinee has the skills and
knowledge at the level needed to safely operate the
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History

◦ Why do we have Alternate Path JPMs?

 Alternate Path JPMs were developed when pre-scripted
questions were eliminated from the walkthrough
portion of the exam.
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of how to respond when the expected plant response
was not obtained.
 Alternate Path JPMs are now used to test the individual
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Valid Success Path

◦ May require the applicant to analyze initial
conditions to determine an alternate method for
completing the task, mitigating a system-related
problem that occurs during the task, or realigning
the system. [NUREG-1021, Appendix C]
◦ A representative of Operations Management, as well
as the Exam Development Team, should agree on
the technical validity of the defined success path.
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Logical Sequence

◦ The sequence should be logical, but it should not
evolve into a “mini-scenario”.
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transition into the EOPs – this is better tested on
the dynamic portion with the help of team
members.
◦ Does this mean that (for example) it should not be
expected that E-0, Reactor Trip or Safety Injection
(Westinghouse), entry be tested?



Independent of Crew Dynamics

◦ JPM should allow the examinee to complete the
task, or mitigate the problem that occurs during a
task, without having to rely on the actions of other
control room operators.

 What does this mean?
 Does this prevent the booth operator from performing
field actions (simulating) when requested by the
examinee? Is this OK as the action for an Alt Path?
 Does this prevent another board operator from being
on the simulator floor to address other items unrelated
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Validated in Advance

◦ Each JPM should be validated before exam
administration (actually before the draft submittal)
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Litmus Test

◦ The actions required to complete the task must be
different than the actions expected based on the
initiating cue for the task.
◦ FAQ 301.9 (Feedback from NRC public website):

 Although most alternate path JPMs do involve some
sort of system fault, the goal is to assess the
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should be or is somehow different from what the
applicant might have expected based on the initiating
cue for the task.
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(a.k.a. “no-tell” JPMs) qualify as alternate
path?



Do “respond-to-plant conditions” JPMs (a.k.a.
“no-tell” JPMs) qualify as alternate path?
◦ No
◦ If a “no-tell” JPM is used, then the event itself
should not be considered as the alternate path.
◦ After the initiating event, IF an additional failure or
malfunction occurs that requires the applicant to
mitigate or address that additional malfunction,
then it would be an acceptable Alternate Path JPM.



“No-Tell” Example: Przr PORV Fails Open

◦ If the action for successful completion of the JPM is
to close the PORV, then the JPM does not qualify as
an alternate path.
◦ If the PORV does not close when the operator
attempts to close it and the operator then closes
the block valve in response, then the JPM does
qualify as an alternate path.



Response-Not-Obtained

◦ Q: Does use of the RNO constitute an Alternate Path
JPM?



Response-Not-Obtained

◦ Q: Does use of the RNO constitute an Alternate Path
JPM?



Maybe

◦ The RNO is a syntax that presents an If/Then
conditional statement. If the conditions are
addressing a malfunction, then the RNO may by
appropriate for providing guidance for an alternate
path.



Example where use of the RNO would not
qualify as an Alternate Path:

◦ Phase ‘B’ CIS has just occurred. The examinee is
instructed to manually perform the attachment to
verify alignment of Phase ‘B’ valves.
Left Column

◦ Valve B1 closed?

RNO

Manually close Valve B1











Example where use of the RNO would meet
the intent of an Alternate Path JPM:
[1] ___ MANUALLY TRIP REACTOR … (Rx trips)
[2] ___ VERIFY TURBINE TRIP:
a) Manually Trip Turbine (turbine does not trip)
b) Verify all Turbine Stop Valves - CLOSED (valves NOT closed –

failure during performance of task)

[2] RNO
b) Put both EHC Pumps in PTL.
◦ IF Turbine is still NOT tripped, THEN manually run back Turbine.
◦ IF Turbine cannot be run back, THEN close MSTVs and Bypass
Valves.



Performance Criteria (Standard)

◦ Criteria must be objective.
◦ Criteria must be supported by procedures, analysis,
vendor information, etc. – especially when there is a
time requirement.
 How soon must a valve be closed? How soon must an
EDG be stopped? How soon must the reactor be
tripped?

◦ Preferable to have the standard for successful
completion tied to a plant parameter.
 e.g.: close PORV BV to avoid reactor trip.



Objective Criteria:

◦ 4 to 6 Alternate Path JPMs for ROs and Instant SROs.
◦ 2-3 Alternate Path JPMs for Upgrade SROs.
[NUREG-1021, Form ES-301-2]





Form ES-201-2 also contains one line-item
that requires a signature for verification that
the exam contains the required number of
alternate path JPMs.
Smart to target 5.
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What is a “time-critical” JPM
“Time-critical” JPMs evaluate tasks
identified in the facility’s JTA that must be
completed within a defined time period for
each licensed position.
◦ Time requirements must have a basis:

 E-Plan classification / communication requirement
 Safety implications – time bounded by analysis



Successful Completion of JPM

◦ To successfully complete a time-critical JPM, the
operator must perform the “time-critical” steps
within a pre-specified time period, in addition to
successfully performing all of the critical steps
that are not time-critical.



Checklists

◦ Form ES-301-3, “Operating Test Quality Checklist”
◦ Form ES-701-7, “LSRO Operating Test Quality
Checklist”



Appendix E, Policies and Guidelines for
Taking NRC Examinations

◦ Examiner will state to the applicant that the task
contains time-critical elements.
◦ The examiner will not provide the actual time
requirement to the applicant.
◦ Time-critical JPMs have been validated by your
facility and must be completed within the
predetermined time interval in order to obtain a
satisfactory grade for that JPM.



Questions?

1

2

1. This was a tough K/A to hit at the SRO level (i.e., knowledge of system purpose and/or
function).
2. The Chief Examiner should be aware of the “tough” K/As at the time the sample plan is
provided to the licensee. If the licensee cannot write a discriminating question at the
SRO level for “tough” K/As, the Chief Examiner should provide a new K/A.
3. Remember, the SRO portion of the question must hit the K/A statement.

3

Licensee’s Justification:
• Question tests Section II.F of the SRO clarification guidance document (Procedures and
limitations involved in initial core loading, alterations in core configuration, control rod
programming, and determination of various internal and external effects on core
reactivity.
• At [name of plant], the SRM/IRM overlap surveillance is a reactor engineering function
and the SRO has to initial the step in the surveillance document.
• The question tests information listed in Tech Spec Bases; that is, the definition of
acceptable overlap was listed in Tech Spec Bases.
NRC ES‐401‐9 comments:
• Unsat, not SRO‐only; ROs are responsible for monitoring the proper operation of
nuclear instrumentation. Refer to BWR K/A Catalog 215004 (SRM), A4.07: Verification
of proper functioning/ operability RO IR = 3.4
• Licensee’s RO SRM lesson plan objective: “Describe the conditions required to verify
SRM/IRM overlap during a reactor startup.” **
• Objective not allowed to be deleted from lesson plan (**) due to INPO SOER 90‐03,
Nuclear Instrumentation Miscalibration.
• Just because SRM/IRM overlap criteria was listed in Tech Spec Bases, didn’t mean that
it didn’t overlap an RO knowledge item.
• Just because an SRO signs the surveillance step doesn’t mean that the item isn’t an RO
knowledge item.

4

After searching the Tech Spec Bases for an SRO knowledge that could be tested, everyone
decided to randomly select another system.
SBGT was selected as a replacement.

5

FINAL Fix: We searched the SBGT TS 3.6.4.3 BASES to identify the specific tech spec
required function of the SBGT (mitigate the consequences of a loss of coolant accident).
The fuel handling accident was plausible because 1) the SBGT can be aligned to the reactor
building, which contains the spent fuel pool, and 2) the TS 3.6.4.1 Secondary Containment
(Reactor Building) operability requires SBGT operability. Since one of the postulated events
for the secondary containment structure (Reactor Building) is a fuel handling accident, it is
plausible that the design basis of the SBGT system is to mitigate the consequences of a fuel
handling accident. On the other hand, the second part of choices B and D (fuel handling
accident) is incorrect because the 2nd fill‐in‐the‐blank statement specifically asks for the
design bases of the SBGT (not Secondary Containment).

6

7

Licensee’s Justification:
• SRO‐only since it tests Tech Spec requirements, which are performed by SROs, as well as
administrative controls related to Fuel Handling Activities. SRO clarification guidance lists examples
under Fuel Handling Activities and Procedures: i.e., Refuel Floor SRO responsibilities, Assessment of
fuel handling equipment surveillance requirement acceptance criteria, Prerequisites for vessel
disassembly and reassembly, Decay heat assessment, Assessment of surveillance requirements for
the refueling mode, Reporting requirements, and Emergency classifications.
• The procedure for Minimum Equipment Required for Refueling listed “containment rad monitors
that initiate a containment and control room ventilation isolation , R‐3‐11, R‐3‐12.”
NRC ES‐401‐9 comments:
• Unsat, not SRO‐only; because the correct answer (“C”) can be deduced using RO knowledge as
follows:
• For Choice “A” (Ensure emergency air lock doors are both closed): Tech Spec 3.9.4
(Containment Bldg Penetrations during fuel moves) above‐the‐line LCO information only
requires a minimum of one door in each airlock be closed.
• For Choice “B” (Ensure NIS Channel N32 is r‐t‐s): Tech Spec 3.9.2 (Refueling
Instrumentation for Mode 6) above‐the‐line LCO information requires a minimum of one
SRM w/ continuous visual/audible in Cnmt & CR indication + one backup SRMs with
continuous visual.
• Choice “D” (no action required) can be eliminated by knowing that Tech Spec 3.9.9,
Containment Ventilation Isolation, consists of the containment rad monitors, R‐3‐11 and R‐
3‐12. These rad monitors’ process sample flow is derived via a tap in the containment
HVAC ductwork. Since the stem says that the normal containment coolers are not running,
the rad monitors essentially have no sample flow and are not operable.

8

The revised question is an SRO‐only test item because it meets the wording of the K/A
statement (Knowledge of procedures and limitations involved in core alterations) being
tested, while simultaneously testing one of the seven topics listed in 10CFR55.43(b)(2)
(Facility operating limitations in the Tech Specs and their bases).

9

10

Licensee’s Justification:
• Question is SRO‐only since it requires assessment of facility conditions and selection of
appropriate procedures during normal, abnormal, and emergency situations. [10CFR55.43
(b) (5)]
• Used on a previous year’s RO exam (Q#25) WITH reference material; however, without
reference material the question is SRO level knowledge because detailed knowledge of the
contents of the procedures is required vs knowledge of the overall mitigative strategy.

NRC ES‐401‐9 comments:
• Unsat, not SRO‐only; the correct answer (Choice A) can be deduced solely based on 1) RO
knowledge of the overall mitigative strategy associated with a Recirc Pump seal (or seal
cooler) failure AND 2) AOP entry conditions.
• The overall strategy for a blown seal or broken seal cooler is to isolate the Recirc
Pump to prevent the spread of contamination and loss of inventory. Choices C and
D can be eliminated because they don’t include the word “isolate.”
• Choice B can be eliminated because it doesn’t say to enter the AOP; anytime a
recirc pump is tripped, the AOP is entered.

11

(Answer is A.)
FINAL Fix to Q#99: The 2nd part of the revised question is an SRO‐only test item because it
meets the wording of the K/A statement (Knowledge of annunciators, alarms, indications,
or response procedures) because the applicant must use the picture of area radiation
monitor readings and alarms, to identify that the threshold for an alert classification has
been met (Fuel Pool Area high rad alarm concurrent with refueling floor personnel
confirmation that irradiated fuel damage may have occurred).
This question tests one of the seven topics listed in 10CFR55.43(b)(4) or (b)(5), that is,
Radiation hazards that may arise during normal and abnormal situations, including
maintenance activities and various contamination conditions OR Assessment of facility
conditions and selection of appropriate procedures during normal, abnormal, and
emergency situations.

12

(Original picture was much better, and in color.)

13

This is a tough K/A to hit because RO applicants are required to know Tech Spec Modes of
Operation. This K/A should have probably been replaced instead of attempting to write a
SRO test item.

14

Licensee’s Justification:
• Question is SRO‐only since it requires understanding of the TS basis for isolating the HPSI
flowpath in Mode 4. (Ensure that mass and heat input transients more severe than those
assumed in the LTOP analysis cannot occur.)
NRC ES‐401‐9 comments:
• Unsat, not SRO‐only; because:
• The 1st part of the question (which Mode OMS is required to be operable) is RO
knowledge because it is LCO information “above‐the‐line.”
• The correct answer to the 2nd part of the question (Choice C: HPSI must be
isolated) can be deduced by knowing the purpose of OMS (protects the RCS from
over‐pressurization due to the start of an idle RCP or HHSI pump injection, into a
water solid RCS) and the word “isolated.”
• Q=K/A comment: The K/A should test the applicants’ ability to determine which TS mode
the plant is in. Ideally the stem should provide temp/press/Keff/etc, and ask for the mode
of operation and some other SRO knowledge item that also hits the K/A. (May be tough.)

15

Note: The reference provided was TS 3.4.9.3 (no surveillance requirements and no bases).
FINAL Fix to Q#95: The 2nd part of the revised question is SRO‐only because the it meets
the wording of the K/A statement (Ability to determine Tech Spec Mode of Operation): that
is, cold leg temperature ≤ 275 °F can technically be considered a “mode” of operation, and
a 12 hour delay from when CL temp is ≤ 275 °F is allowed to complete the surveillance.
This information was only provided in the TS 3.4.9.3 bases (not provided as a reference).
This question tests one of the seven topics listed in 10CFR55.43(b)(2) (Facility operating
limitations in the Tech Specs and their bases). (Note that the 1st part of the fill‐in‐the‐blank
statement is RO knowledge.)

16
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Note: The premise of the question is that RHR pumps are started by the SI signal, but RHR
valves are already in their required position for Safety Injection. If the applicant thought
that the RHR valves received an SI signal, and assumed that they couldn’t be repositioned
for Cold Leg Recirc, then he/she may (incorrectly) choose to go to loss of recirculation
capability.
Licensee’s Justification:
• Question is SRO‐only since the 2nd part (when and how to implement FRPs) is an SRO
decision in the control room.
• Detailed procedure knowledge is required to know that FRPs are only implemented after
the Transfer to CL Recirc procedure tells the user to implement the FRP.
NRC ES‐401‐9 comments:
• This question was graded as “Enhancement‐slash‐Unsat” (E/U) because of a subtle but
important flaw. Even though the 1st part of the question tests the K/A (the consequence of
SI not being reset), it can be answered using RO systems knowledge (that is, by knowing
the RHR standby lineup, the SI lineup, and the required lineup for CL Recirc). Therefore, the
2nd part of the question must also test the K/A statement because this is the only part of
the question that tests SRO knowledge. Does the 2nd part of the question test the K/A
statement? No. The 2nd part of the question is not testing the K/A; therefore, the question
only tests the K/A at the RO level. The question must test the consequence to RHR of not
resetting the SI during a LB LOCA at the SRO level. The SRO part of the question does not
hit the K/A, a.k.a., “tack‐on.” Because this is a subtlety, the E/U grade was assessed.

20
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(Answer is A)
The revised question is an SRO‐only test item because it meets the wording of the K/A
statement (LB LOCA: Ability to determine or interpret actions to be taken if limits for PTS
are violated.) , while simultaneously testing one of the seven topics listed in
10CFR55.43(b)(5), that is, assessment of facility conditions and selection of appropriate
procedures during normal, abnormal, and emergency situations.
Important note: Ensure no overlap with scenario major events.

22
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Bruno Caballero



Review SRO questions which were rated as
unsatisfactory to identify the:
◦ licensee’s bases for why the question was
acceptable;
◦ the reason why the NRC graded the question as
unacceptable; and
◦ the final version of the question.

Q#1

Q#1

New K/A selected.

261000 SBGT

G2.1.27 Knowledge of system
purpose and/or function
Q#1

Q#1revised

Q#2

Q#2

Q#2revised

Q#3

Q#3

Q#3revised

Q#4

Q#4

Q#4revised



The correct answer can
be deduced using one
or more “back-door”
methods:

◦ “Systems” knowledge
◦ Overall mitigative
strategy for an event
◦ Immediate trip criteria,
listed in foldout pages
◦ LCO info “above-the-line”

“Back Doors”



“Tacking-on” a piece of
SRO testable
knowledge that isn’t
(itself) linked to the
wording of the K/A
statement

“Tack-Ons”

Q#5

Q#5

New K/A selected.
011 Large Break LOCA
EA2.14: Ability to determine or interpret
the following as they apply to LB LOCA:
Actions to be taken if limits for PTS are
violated
Q#5

Q#5revised

“The 25 SRO-level questions shall evaluate
the additional knowledge and abilities
required for the higher license level in
accordance with 10CFR55.43(b) or the
facility licensee’s learning objectives. “
[NUREG-1021, ES-401, Section D.2.d]

Examination Operating
Experience and Lessons
Learned
Phillip Capehart
RII Senior Operations Engineer

2013 Exam Writers’ Conference

1

Topics
• Lessons learned since the last Exam Writers’
Workshop
• Notable examples of delays encountered over
the last years
• Examples of exam security near misses over the
last year (or longer if significant enough)
• Give exam statistics (pass rates for Region II
and overall in country)
2013 Exam Writers’ Conference

2

Discussion Goals
• Convey to Stakeholders the challenges examiners
have experienced since the last Exam Writers’
Conference.
• Present the positive aspects of the examination
process the examiners have experienced.
• Solicit Feedback on how we can do our job
better (more efficiently).
2013 Exam Writers’ Conference

3

1

Challenges
• Examination submittals being less than
adequate.
• Appears that overall submittals are improving.
– Some staff turnovers have contributed to submittals
that were less than adequate.

2013 Exam Writers’ Conference

4

Challenges
• Getting the final examination(s) (Operating test
and Written examinations soon enough to get
exam approved prior to the day of
administration.)
• Exam Predictability

2013 Exam Writers’ Conference

5

Exam Predictability
• Repeat exam questions outside of the last two
exams. (10 questions from 3rd exam back)
• Repeat JPMs from 3rd exam back.
• Complete repeat scenarios from one of the last
two exams.

2013 Exam Writers’ Conference

6

2

Exam Predictability
• The license applicants should not be able to
predict or narrow the possible scope or content
of the licensing examination based on the facility
licensee’s examination practices (other than
those authorized by NUREG-1021 or in writing
by the NRC). ES-201, Page 17 of 27

2013 Exam Writers’ Conference

7

Written Examinations

• Plausible Distractors
(Presentation by Ken & Dave)

2013 Exam Writers’ Conference

8

Administrative JPMs
• JPM Validation (Operations expectations/time)
• A-4 JPMs not being linked to the Emergency
Plan

2013 Exam Writers’ Conference

9

3

Walkthrough JPMs
• Validation (Operations expectations/time)
• Discriminating Tasks (one step JPMs)
• Safety Function determination
(Presentation on operating test requirements by
Mike & Gerry)
2013 Exam Writers’ Conference

10

Scenarios
• Verifiable Actions
• Streamline scenarios for time (goal is 90 min)
• T/S calls should be included in
component/instrument malfunctions
• Intend to give 3 scenarios per day.
• Procedures used on simulator must be the same
procedures used to validate.
• Validated
2013 Exam Writers’ Conference

11

Scenarios
• Critical Tasks (when is task met?) (is it critical
for this scenario?) (Presentation by Mike &
Gerry.)
• Minimum number of malfunctions/tasks not
being met until after the major transient.
• Confusion about Normals/Reactivity
manipulations replacing component/instrument
failures.
2013 Exam Writers’ Conference

12

4

Administration
• VPs signing of the 398, What does it mean?
– Training program complete
– Reactivity manipulations completed
– Final determination is made that the individual is
going to sit for the examination.
– Waivers asked for any items not completed
(Presentation by Andreas yesterday)
2013 Exam Writers’ Conference

13

Administration
• Examination Failures and Waivers
– Waivers are not automatic, previous examination
performance will be reviewed prior to granting a
waiver.
– Post Examination Comments

2013 Exam Writers’ Conference

14

Positives
• Licensees starting exam development earlier.
• Some licensees are placing a shift SRO or RO
on the exam development team.
• Staff work well with examiners, and are very
professional.

2013 Exam Writers’ Conference

15

5

Positives
• Many RII Licensees have welcomed, and seem
comfortable with, the clarification provided
regarding Tech Specs.
• Some increased ( Early ) communication
between exam developers and chief
examiner/NRC.

2013 Exam Writers’ Conference

16

Communications
• Communicate early and often with Chief
Examiner.
• Communicate with your management.
• If Chief is not available, or you have an issue
that needs to be rectified, feel free to call the
Branch Chief.
2013 Exam Writers’ Conference

•

•
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The following graphs illustrate the written examination, operating test, and overall
pass-rates and the average written examination grades for reactor operator (RO) and
senior reactor operator (SRO) initial license applicants on a fiscal year (FY) basis for
each of the NRC's four Regions and nationally. (Each FY runs from October 1 of one
year through September 30 of the following year.) Two additional graphs summarize
the average grades and pass-rates on the SRO-only portion of the written
examinations.
The last graph summarizes the national written examination performance history (10
year) for ROs. For each year, it charts the percentage of the total number of
examinations that had no failures, one failure, two failures, etc. For example, in FY
2012, about 86% of the RO written examinations (i.e., 35 of 41) had no failures, about
10% of the exams had one failure, about 2% of the exams had two failures, and
about 2% of the exams had three failures. The chart illustrates that the vast majority
(generally about 80% or more) of the RO written examinations over the past 10 years
have had no failures, that the RO performance during that period has been relatively
constant, and that a single examination with an unusually high failure rate (which can
often be traced to deficiencies in the facility licensee's training program) can have a
significant effect on the Regional performance trends summarized in the other
graphs.

2013 Exam Writers’ Conference

18

6

Your Thoughts?

2013 Exam Writers’ Conference
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LICENSE
APPLICATION
REQUIREMENTS
Exam Writers’ Workshop
Andreas Goldau
July, 2013

NRC FORM 398

NRC FORM 398 INSTRUCTIONS PAGE

1

07/15/2013

All Applications

ALL APPLICATIONS MUST HAVE ITEMS 1 THROUGH 10 COMPLETED

BLOCK 4

TYPE OF APPLICATION

x
x
x
x

• New – If you are a new applicant at the facility
•

Complete items 11‐15.

• Renewal – If you are renewing a current license
•
•

Complete items 12, 13.f and 16.
Item 13.f is not required if BOTH 12.a and 12.b are checked YES.

• Upgrade – If you have an RO license and are applying for an SRO license
•

Complete items 12, 13 and 15 for the SRO upgrade.

• Multi‐Unit – If you hold a license at the facility and are adding an
additional unit to the license
•

Complete item 13 as it applies to the difference training.

BLOCK 4
NUREG 1021 – The NRC must be notified
in writing to withdraw an application
x
x
x

• Reapplication – if you have previously been denied a license
• Indicate first, second, or third denial, and
• Describe in items 13 and 17 training conducted since last denial.
• If application was previously withdrawn, check 4.e.4 and
complete items 11‐15 (as if for a new application).

2

07/15/2013

BLOCK 4
x
x
x

NUREG 1021 Section ES-204
provides guidance on how waivers are
processed
• Waiver Requested
• Mark appropriate waiver and justify in detail in item 17

BLOCK 4
GFE must be passed
within 24 months
*
x

• Date passedRemember:
GFE ‐ Enter month
and
Does
to SRO
* If not
>24apply
months,
can be retrained
year passedUpgrade
for the facility
or type
Renewal Applications
If
GFE
not
passed,
explain
identified in item 8
and take a prior exam (refer to
in item 17
• Does not applyAny
to: extra information
ES‐205) not required by
• Research and test reactors
the instructions MUST be evaluated
• Licenses limited to fuel handling
and may slow application processing.
•
•

Renewal
Upgrade

BLOCK 5

* This requires a waiver request

TYPE OF LICENSE

• Indicate type of license applied for
• Docket Number – Assigned after the GFE
• Ensure this is filled in (past problem)

3

07/15/2013

BLOCKS 6-10

•
•
•
•
•

6 – Current or previous license(s) held
7 – Name and address
8 – Facility name
9 – Additional dockets (i.e., multi‐unit licenses)
10 – Current position

BLOCK 11

EDUCATION

• College
• Major areas of study
• Number of years in each area
• Highest degree obtained

• Vocational/Technical
• Number of months of each
type of training
• Indicate whether a certificate
was awarded

BLOCK 12

POWER REACTOR OPERATOR TRAINING PROGRAM

• Items 13 and 15 are not required if ‘YES’ for BOTH 12.a
and 12.b, except:
• Certified instructors seeking an SRO license must
complete item 15
• Any waiver requests from education and
experience requirements outlined by NANT must
be explained in item 17, complete items 13 and 15

4

07/15/2013

BLOCK 13

TRAINING

• Required unless: both 12.a and 12.b are ‘YES’ and not requesting a
waiver for education and experience requirements
• Renewals: Do not double list requal time

BLOCK 14

MANIPULATIONS

SIGNIFICANT CONTROL

• Ensure events do not overlap for an applicant or between applicants
• Simulator requires at least a 10% power change

BLOCK 15

EXPERIENCE DETAILS

• Describe each position held
• Do not double count time
• Use item 17 if more space is needed

5

07/15/2013

BLOCK 16

RENEWALS

• Only applies to renewals
• 16.a – Indicate number of operating hours since
last renewal or issuance of license
• 16.b – Indicate date and results of most recent
written requalification exam

BLOCK 17

COMMENTS

• Examples of content:
• Reapplication
• Waiver requests
• If GFE not passed
• Additional space for education or experience
• Can attach additional information if space is not sufficient

BLOCKS 18 AND 19

• Check block 19.b or 19.c as appropriate
• Signatures can only be made after all requirements are complete

6

07/15/2013

CHECKLIST FOR A
SUCCESSFUL APPLICATION
Follow all required directions
Double check that all required boxes are checked
Explain in item 17, attach additional sheets as
necessary
Ensure all required signatures are made AFTER all
requirements (including training) are complete

IN CONCLUSION
120 day letter
• Be prepared to discuss potential waivers
• Identify unusual or applications that are not straightforward

Site visit for exam prep
• Have material available for reviews of applications (College
degree, Reactivity manips, etc.)

Final Applications are due to the
NRC’s regional office at least 14
days prior to the exam date

QUESTIONS?

7

-

PERSONALLY IDENTIFIABLE INFORMATION

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

NRC FORM 398

EXPIRES: 03131/2016

Es/mated burden per response to comply with this mandatory collection request: 256 nouns.
NRC requires this information to ensure that appfcanlslhcensees meet all the requirements for
taking reactor operator enaminations. Send comments negerding burden estimate Is the
Information Saruices Branch )T.5 P53), U.S Nuclea Regulatory Commission, Washington. DC
20555-0001, ci by letesnet e-mail to Inlocnllects.Resoiocegtnnc.gov. and to the Desk Officer.
Office of Information and Regulatory Atfaks, NEOB-15262, (3150-0090), Othce of Management
and Budget, Washington, DC 20503. II a means used to impose an information collection does

10 CFR 55.31, 55.35,
55.47, and 55.57

PERSONAL QUALI FICATION STATEMENT--LICENSEE

Ms.

4.TYPEOFAPPLICATION(Checkapplicableboxes)

1. APPLICANT’S FULL NAME (Last, First, Middle)

a. NEW

Ia. APPLICANTS FULL ADDRESS (Include ZIP Code)

c UPGRADE

f. WAIVER REOUESTED

b. RENEWAL

5. TYPE OF LICENSE APPLIED FOR

El

ELIGIBILITY

5-OTHER

g. DATE PASSED GEE
MM

3-THIRD DENIAL
4-VBTHDRAWAL

6. CURRENT OR PREVIOUS LICENSE(S) HELD

a. OPERATOR (RO)

I

a DOCKET NO.

RD

ORO

El

El

I

LORO

b. LICENSE NUMBER

I
I

c.

055

EXPIRATION DATE
I YEAR
DAY
I

MONTH

b. SENIOR OPERATOR (SRO)
C. LIMITED SRO (LSRO)

( category

4- MEDICAL

]
El

b. OTHER (Specify)

2- OPERATING

e. REAPPLICATION
1-FIRSTDENIAL

UNITED STATES

( Category

-

3

2-SECOND DENIAL
a.

(Justify/n Item 17)

WRITTEN

1

d. MULTI-UNIT (Amend to
Include Additional Unit)

2. CITIZENSHIP

[]

DATE RECEIVED
(Tn be completed by NRC)

notdisplayacirrenttyva5dOfi€mnfrotnumber,theNRCmaynotcondaclorsponsor,anda
person is nsf requred to respond to, the tirlormation solleclion.

TO REMAIN VALID, THIS FORM MUST NOT BE ALTERED
Mrs.

WITHHOLD UNDER 10 CFR 2.390

APPROVED BY 0MB: NO. 3150-0090

(05-2013)

Mr.

-

El

I

d. FACILITY DOCKET NUMBER

050-

7, NAME AND ADDRESS OF APPLICANT’S EMPLOYER (Include Zip Code)

10. CURRENT POSITION AT FACILITY

:

a. PLANT SUPERINTENDENT/MANAGER
-

b, ASSISTANT PLANT SUPERINTENDENT/MGR.
Z

c. SHIFT SUPERVISOR

[

: I. AUXILIARY UNIT OPERATORI
TRAINEE/TURBINE
BUILDING/EQUIPMENT
OPERATOR (NON
L/CENSED OPERA TOR)

El

d, STAFF ENGINEER

i• OTHER (Specify)

e. SHIFT TECHNICALADVISOR/SHIFT ENGINEER

8. NAME OF APPLICANTS FACILITY

FACILITY DOCKET NUMBER
f. INSTRUCTOR
g. SENIOR CONTROL ROOM OPERATOR

9. ADDITIONAL FACILITY DOCKETS (Mu/ti-unit Licenses)

El

h. CONTROL ROOM OPERATOR

11. EDUCATION
a. HIGH SCHOOL

b. COLLEGE

DEGREE CODES
—

MAJORAREAIS)OFSTUDY

GRADUATE

NUMBER
OFYEARS

HIGHEST
DEGREE
I5,,codn)

C.

(To be used fsr “HIGHEST

VOCATIONAL/TECHNICAL

DEGREE” obtained)
QNONE
I CERTIFICATE
2-ASSOCIATE
3- BACHELOR
4-MASTER
5- DOCTORAL

NUMBER
CEeTIFICAT
OF
RECEIVED
MONTHS

Es

TYPEOFTRAINING

o

-

GED

El

EQUIVALENCY

ENGINEERING

NO
OTHER

—

12. POWER REACTOR OPERATOR TRAINING PROGRAM
a. HAS THE APPLICANT COMPLETED THE OPERATOR
TRAINING PROGRAM ACCREDITED BY THE
NATIONAL NUCLEAR ACCREDITING BOARD?

13. TRAINING (Since Last Application

-

1 --NUCLEAR POWER PLANT FUNDAMENTALS
2--PLANTSYSTEMS
3-- PLANT PROCEDURES
5- SIMULATOR
SPO INSTRUCTION
d. EXTRA PERSON ON SHIFT IN CONTROL ROOM

I. REQUALIFICATION
g. OTHER (SpeciM

NRC FORM 398 (05-2013)

YES

See Instructions)

a CLASSROOM

e. TIME ON SHIFT ABOVE 20% POWER

El

NO

b. IS A “PLANT-REFERENCED SIMULATOR”
(AS DEFINED IN 10 CFR 55.41 USED IN THE
OPERATOR TRAINING PROGRAM?

El

E1

NO

YES

14. SIGNIFICANT CONTROL MANIPULATIONS
DESCRIPTION

PLOAT

El
El
El
Li
El
El
El
El
El
El

SIMULATOR

El
El
El
LI
El
El
El
El
El
El
Page 1

DOCKET NO.

APPLICANTS FULL NAME:
(MM/DDIYYYY)
POSITION TITLE

FROM DATE

055-

15. EXPERIENCE DETAILS

TO DATE

MONTHS

FACILITY

DUTIES

16. FOR RENEWALS ONLY
<

a. HOURS OPERATED FACILITY:

100 (LESS THAN)

b. DATE AND RESULT OF LAST

100-1000
>

REQUAUF1CAT1ON EXAM AND
ANNUAL OPERATING TEST.

1000 (MORE THAN)

DATE
-

.---—--..-

RESULT

I

W

PASS

EFAIL

o

PASS

FAIL

17. COMMENTS

18. NRC FORM 396, CERTIFICATION OF MEDICAL EXAMINATION BY FACILITY LICENSEE, IS ATTACHED
19. SIGNATURES

ANY FALSE 5 IA I MN I Of-f OMISSION IN I HIS 000UMENT, INGLUDING Al IAGHMN 15, MAY BE SUBJEG I 10 GIVIL AND GFfIMINAL SANG I IONS.
19a. I certify under penalty of pequry that the information in this document and attachments is true and correct in accordance with the instructions. I further certify that I have notified
my current employer of: (1) all previous employers; (2) any instance where I have been tested by a Health and Human Services (HHS) Certified Drug Testing Laboratory or a
Licensees testing facility for alcohol or a controlled substance, and the teat results exceeded the cutoff levels established pursuant to 10 CFR Part 26; (3) any instance where I
have been arrested for the sale, use, or possession of a controlled substance described in 10 CFR Part 26; and (4) any reasons for removal or revocation of unescorted access
at a nuclear facility. I also authorize the NRC to submit the results of examinations to my employers for use in preparing retraining programs, as necessary.
SIGNATURE APPLICANT
DATE
-

CHECK APPLICABLE BOX FOR TYPE OF APPLICATION (i.e., check (b) if item 4.a, 4.c, 4.d, or 4.e is checked; check (c) if item 4.b, ‘RENEWAL,’ applies)
b. I certify that: (1) the above named individual has successfully completed the facility licensee’s requirements to be licensed as an Operator/Senior Operator pursuant to Title
10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 55; (2) the individual has a need for an Operator/Senior Operator license to perform his/her assigned duties; and (3) th e facility will be
made available for the examination. I also certify under penalty of perjury that the information in this document and attachments is true and correct in accordance with the
instructions.
c. I certify that the above named individual completed the approved requalification program (with the exceptions noted in Item 17) required by section 50.54(i-1) of 10 CFR 50,
and that he/she has discharged his/her licensed responsibilities competently and safely. I also certify under penalty of perjury that the information in this document and
attachments is true and correct.

D

TRAINING COORDINATOR

SENIOR MANAGEMENT REPRESENTATIVE ON SITE

PRINTED OR TYPED NAME AND TITLE

PRINTED OR TYPED NAME AND TITLE

SIGNATURE

DATE

SIGNATURE

DATE

FOR NRC USE
WAIVER (Check or Complefe items, as applicable)

CATEGORY

GRANTED BY
HEADQUARTERS

REGION

MEETS REQUIREMENTS

DOES NOT MEET REQUIREMENTS (Explain below)

DENIED BY
HEADQUARTERS

REGION

WRITTEN
OPERATING
ELIG 181 LITY
MEDICAL
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING NRC FORM 398, PERSONAL QUALIFICATION STATEMENT--LICENSEE
You must complete items 1-10, 18, and 19, plus changes since your last application, and other items as specified below. For
additional guidance refer to NUREG-1021, “Operator Licensing Examination Standards for Power Reactors,” or NUREG-1478,
“Non-Power Reactor Operator Licensing Examiner Standards.”
4. TYPE OF APPLICATION
a. NEW “X” if you are a new applicant at this facility. Complete items 11-15 (10 CFR 55.31).
-

b. RENEWAL “X” if you are renewing a current license. Complete items 12, 13.f, and 16 (10 CFR 55.57); if items 12.a and
12.b are checked “YES,” then item 13.f does not have to be completed.
-

C.

UPGRADE “X” if you hold an RO license and are applying to upgrade your license to an SRO at the same facility. Complete
items 12, 13, and 15 relevant to the SRO upgrade.
-

d. MULTI-UNIT “X” if you hold a license at your facility and are applying to amend your current license to add an additional unit.
Complete item 13 as it applies to unit differences.
-

e.

REAPPLICATION “X” if you have previously been denied a license. Indicate whether you are reapplying after a first denial,
second denial, or third denial. Describe, in detail, in items 13 and 17, the additional training completed since the last denial (10
CFR 55.35). If you previously withdrew an application, check item 4.e.4 and complete items 11-15.

f.

WAIVER REQUESTED
“X” the applicable waiver requested and explain/justify in detail in item 17 (10 CFR 55.47). Refer to
NUREG-1021 or -1478, as applicable, for additional guidance.

-

-

g. DATE PASSED GENERIC FUNDAMENTALS EXAMINATION (GFE) This is not applicable to research and test reactors or
licenses limited to fuel handling (item 5.c), renewal or upgrade applications (items 4.b & c). Enter the month and year you
passed the GFE for the type of facility (BWR/PWR) identified in item 8. If you have not passed the GFE, explain in item 17.
-

11. EDUCATION For college, enter the major area(s) of study, the number of years spent in each major area of study and the highest
degree obtained (using the degree codes listed on the form). For vocational/technical, enter the number of months for each type of
training and whether a certificate was awarded. If additional space is needed, use item 17.
-

12. POWER REACTOR OPERATOR TRAINING PROGRAM

-

Check the appropriate box in items 12.a and 12.b.

Checking “YES” in item 12.a indicates that you have completed a SAT-based training program that is accredited by the
National Nuclear Accrediting Board and meets the education and experience requirements outlined by the National
Academy for Nuclear Training in its current guidelines for initial training and qualification of licensed operators.
If”YES” is checked in both items 12.a and 12.b then items 13 and 15 do not have to be completed with the following
exceptions: (1) certified instructors seeking an SRO license must complete item 15; (2) any exceptions or waivers from the
education and experience requirements outlined by the National Academy for Nuclear Training must be explained in item 17.
13. TRAINING All requalification training time isto be accounted for in item 13.f (unless items 12.a and 12.b are checked “YES”).
Do not “double list” the time spent in requalification training for classroom or simulator time under items 13.a or 13,b.
-

14. SIGNIFICANT CONTROL MANIPULATIONS If you are a new applicant (item 4.a), you must provide evidence that you have
successfully manipulated the controls of the facility for which a license is sought. Describe (date, time, type, and magnitude) at
least five significant control manipulations that affect reactivity or power level and whether the manipulations were performed in
the plant or on the simulator (10 CFR 55.31(a)(5), 10 CFR 55.46(c)).
-

15. EXPERIENCE DETAILS For each position held, provide position title, time in position (from/to and number of months),
facility, and a description of duties performed while in that position. Do not double count time. If you had overlapping duties,
the time should reflect the amount of time you were assigned to those particular duties. In no case should the number of
months reported exceed the number of months that are in that time period. If more space is needed, use item 17 or attach
additional information.
-

16.

FOR RENEWALS ONLY (a) Check the box that most accurately reflects your approximate number of operating hours since
previous renewal or issuance of license if first renewal. (b) Enter the date and results of your most recent comprehensive
written requalification examination and annual operating test (10 CFR 55.57).
-

17. COMMENTS Use this space to include any extra information or clarification for other items on the application form. If the
space provided is not sufficient, you may attach extra information with your application.
-

18. NRC FORM 396, CERTIFICATION OF MEDICAL EXAMINATION BY FACILITY LICENSEE, IS ATTACHED NRC
Form 396 must accompany this application unless a waiver of the medical examination is being requested in item 4.f.4 (10
CFR 55.23).
-

19. SIGNATURES You must sign and date item I 9.a. Obtain signatures of your training coordinator and your senior
management representative on site and have them check block 19.b or 19.c, as directed (10 CFR 55.31, 10 CFR 55.57).
-

Detach these instructions and submit the completed original NRC Forms 398 and 396 to the appropriate address. (See
reverse side for addresses and for the Privacy Act Statement.)

ADDRESSES
In accordance with 10 CFR 55.5, Communications, this form shall be submitted to the appropriate NRC office by mail addressed to:

REGIONAL ADMINISTRATOR, REGION II
U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
245 PEACHTREE CENTER AVENUE, NE., SUITE 1200
ATLANTA, GA 30303-1257

REGIONAL ADMINISTRATOR, REGION I
U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
2100 RENAISSANCE BOULEVARD, SUITE 100
KING OF PRUSSIA, PA 19406-2713
REGIONAL ADMINISTRATOR, REGION Ill
U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
2443 WARRENVILLE ROAD, SUITE 210
LISLE, IL 60532-4352

.

REGIONAL ADMINISTRATOR, REGION IV
U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
1600 E. LAMAR BOULEVARD
ARLINGTON, TX 76011-4511

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
RESEARCH AND TEST REACTORS
OVERSIGHT BRANCH
DIVISION OF POLICY AND RULEMAKING
OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION
• WASHINGTON, DC 20555-0001

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT
NRC FORM 398
PERSONAL QUALIFICATION STATEMENTLICENSEE
Pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552(e)(3), enacted into law by Section 3 of the Privacy Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-579), the following statement
is furnished to individuals who supply information to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) on NRC Form 398. This information is
maintained as part ofa system of records designated as NRC-16, described at77 FR 67214 (November 8, 2012), or the most recent
Federal Register publication of the NRC’s Republication of Systems of Records Notices’ that is located in NRCs Agencywide
Documents Access and Management System (ADAMS).
1. AUTHORITY: 42 U.S.C. 2131-2141; 10 CFR Part 55.
2. PRINCIPAL PURPOSE(S): To ensure that applicants/licensees meet all the requirements for taking reactor operator examinations.
3. ROUTINE USE(S): Information may be used to determine if the individual meets the requirements of 10 CFR part 55 to take an
examination or to be issued an operators license; to provide researchers with information for reports and statistical evaluations related
to selection, training, and examination of facility operators; to provide examination, testing material, and results to facility management.
Information may be disclosed to an appropriate Federal, State, local or Foreign agency in the event the information indicates a
violation or potential violation of law; in the course of an administrative or judicial proceeding; to an appropriate Federal, State, local
and foreign agency to the extent relevant and necessary for an NRC decision about you; in the course of discovery under a protective
order issued by a court of competent jurisdiction, and in presenting evidence; to a Congressional office to respond to their inquiry
made at your request; to NRC-paid experts, consultants, and others under contract with the NRC, on a need-to-know basis; or to
appropriate persons and entities for purposes of response and remedial efforts in the event of a suspected or confirmed breach of data
from this system of records.
4. WHETHER DISCLOSURE IS MANDATORY OR VOLUNTARY AND EFFECT ON INDIVIDUAL OF NOT PROVIDING
INFORMATION: Disclosing this information is voluntary. However, if the information requested is not provided, NRC will not be
able to evaluate whether the applicant meets the requirements of 10 CFR part 55.
5. SYSTEM MANAGER(S) AND ADDRESS: Chief, Operator Licensing and Training Branch, Division of Inspection and Regional
Support, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555-0001.

LICENSE
APPLICATION
REQUIREMENTS
Exam Writers’ Workshop
Andreas Goldau
July, 2013

NRC FORM 398

NRC FORM 398 INSTRUCTIONS PAGE

All Applications

ALL APPLICATIONS MUST HAVE ITEMS 1 THROUGH 10 COMPLETED

BLOCK 4

TYPE OF APPLICATION

x
x
x
x

• New – If you are a new applicant at the facility
•

Complete items 11-15.

•
•

Complete items 12, 13.f and 16.
Item 13.f is not required if BOTH 12.a and 12.b are checked YES.

•

Complete items 12, 13 and 15 for the SRO upgrade.

•

Complete item 13 as it applies to the difference training.

• Renewal – If you are renewing a current license

• Upgrade – If you have an RO license and are applying for an SRO license
• Multi-Unit – If you hold a license at the facility and are adding an
additional unit to the license

BLOCK 4
NUREG 1021 – The NRC must be notified
in writing to withdraw an application
x

x
x

• Reapplication – if you have previously been denied a license
• Indicate first, second, or third denial, and
• Describe in items 13 and 17 training conducted since last denial.
• If application was previously withdrawn, check 4.e.4 and
complete items 11-15 (as if for a new application).

BLOCK 4
x

x

x

NUREG 1021 Section ES-204
provides guidance on how waivers are
processed
• Waiver Requested
• Mark appropriate waiver and justify in detail in item 17

BLOCK 4
GFE must be passed
within 24 months
*
x

•
•

Date passedRemember:
GFE - Enter month
and not apply to SRO
Does
* If >24 months, can be retrained
year passedUpgrade
for the facility
type
or Renewal Applications
If
GFE
notand
passed,
identified in item 8
take aexplain
prior exam (refer to
in item 17
Does not applyAny
to: extra information
not required by
ES-205)
• Research the
and test
reactors
instructions
MUST be evaluated
• Licenses limited to fuel handling
and may slow application processing.
•
•

Renewal
Upgrade

* This requires a waiver request

BLOCK 5

TYPE OF LICENSE

• Indicate type of license applied for
• Docket Number – Assigned after the GFE
• Ensure this is filled in (past problem)

BLOCKS 6-10

•
•
•
•
•

6 – Current or previous license(s) held
7 – Name and address
8 – Facility name
9 – Additional dockets (i.e., multi-unit licenses)
10 – Current position

BLOCK 11

EDUCATION

• College
• Major areas of study
• Number of years in each area
• Highest degree obtained

• Vocational/Technical
• Number of months of each
type of training
• Indicate whether a certificate
was awarded

BLOCK 12

POWER REACTOR OPERATOR TRAINING PROGRAM

• Items 13 and 15 are not required if ‘YES’ for BOTH 12.a
and 12.b, except:
• Certified instructors seeking an SRO license must
complete item 15
• Any waiver requests from education and
experience requirements outlined by NANT must
be explained in item 17, complete items 13 and 15

BLOCK 13

TRAINING

• Required unless: both 12.a and 12.b are ‘YES’ and not requesting a
waiver for education and experience requirements
• Renewals: Do not double list requal time

BLOCK 14

MANIPULATIONS

SIGNIFICANT CONTROL

• Ensure events do not overlap for an applicant or between applicants
• Simulator requires at least a 10% power change

BLOCK 15

EXPERIENCE DETAILS

• Describe each position held
• Do not double count time
• Use item 17 if more space is needed

BLOCK 16

RENEWALS

• Only applies to renewals
• 16.a – Indicate number of operating hours since
last renewal or issuance of license
• 16.b – Indicate date and results of most recent
written requalification exam

BLOCK 17

COMMENTS

• Examples of content:
• Reapplication
• Waiver requests
• If GFE not passed
• Additional space for education or experience
• Can attach additional information if space is not sufficient

BLOCKS 18 AND 19

• Check block 19.b or 19.c as appropriate
• Signatures can only be made after all requirements are complete

CHECKLIST FOR A
SUCCESSFUL APPLICATION
Follow all required directions
Double check that all required boxes are checked
Explain in item 17, attach additional sheets as
necessary
Ensure all required signatures are made AFTER all
requirements (including training) are complete

IN CONCLUSION
120 day letter
• Be prepared to discuss potential waivers
• Identify unusual or applications that are not straightforward

Site visit for exam prep
• Have material available for reviews of applications (College
degree, Reactivity manips, etc.)

Final Applications are due to the
NRC’s regional office at least 14
days prior to the exam date

QUESTIONS?

return 4

Item 13.f is not required if
BOTH 12.a and 12.b are
checked YES

return 4

return 4

return 4
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Rick Baldwin, Senior Operations Engineer
Newton Lacy, Operations Engineer
1

Validation and Review
 The exam is reviewed to ensure the requirements

of ES‐401‐6, Written Examination Quality
Checklist, are met.
ES‐ 401, D.3.a

 Facility‐developed exams must be reviewed by a

supervisor or manager BEFORE they are
transmitted to the NRC.
ES‐401, D.3.b
2

Validation and Review
 Most facilities perform an exam validation which

consists of licensed individual(s) taking the
written exam.
 The validation effort should include evaluation of

the following:
 Performance time
 Appropriate level
 Clarity
 Psychometric aspects of Appendix B
3

1
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Validation and Review
 Facility licensees are responsible for ensuring the

contractor‐prepared exams meet the NUREG‐1021
guidelines.
ES‐ 401, E.1

 The Facility review of the entire exam outline

package shall use ES‐201‐2, Examination Outline
Quality Checklist.
ES‐201, C.f
4

Validation and Review
 ES‐201‐2 references using ES‐301‐5 for guidance;

ES‐301‐5 is not completed at this time.
 ES‐201‐2 checks for duplication and overlap; this

helps prevent double jeopardy.

5

Validation and Review
 The Facility review of the developed exam material

shall also complete:
 ES‐401‐6, Written Examination Quality Checklist
 ES‐301‐4, Simulator Scenario Quality Checklist
 ES‐301‐5, Transient and Event Checklist
 ES‐301‐6, Competencies Checklist

6

2
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Validation and Review
 Providing the information listed on ES‐401‐5

simplifies the review process.


ES‐ 401‐5, ES‐201, C.1.h

 NRC will review and provide feedback on a 10

question pre‐submission sample to allow for mid‐
course adjustments; optional upon request.

7

Validation and Review
 Facility‐developed exams must be reviewed by a supervisor

or manager BEFORE they are transmitted to the NRC.

ES‐401, E.1

 NRC review must be an independent review, based on
ES‐ 401, E.2
provided references .
 NRC initially reviews at least 30 questions of the 75

questions (RO) and 100 questions (SRO/RO) in detail for
technical accuracy and K/A intent matched. Complete
review for K/A match triggered at > 20% missed.
ES‐ 401, E.2.c
 Region II reviews 100% of the written exam in detail.
8

Validation and Review
 NRC question evaluation results are documented on

the 401‐9.
 The results of that review will be discussed with the

facility licensee, NRR and Regional supervision, as
appropriate.
ES‐401, E.2.c

 Psychometric quality reviewed for at least 10 new

questions and 20 additional questions.
ES‐401, E.2.c
 This is taken care of in the 100% Region II review.
9

3
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Validation and Review
 No limit on the number of changes the NRC can direct.
ES‐401, E.2.d

 Remember ‐ enhancements are recommendations, not

directed changes .
 Example of unacceptable flaws are:





mismatched K/A
inappropriate license level
implausible distractors
lack of operation orientation

ES‐401, E.2.d
10

Validation and Review
 Directed changes will be referenced to NUREG‐1021,

Appendix B.

ES‐401, E.2.e
 If there are < 6 unacceptable flaws in the first 30

sampled questions, then regional personnel will
review the rest of the exam questions.

ES‐401, E.3.b
 If there are ≥ 6 unacceptable flaws in the first 30

sampled questions, then the exam MAY be returned to
the facility without further review by the NRC for
correction.

ES‐401, E.3.b
11

Questions to Ask During Scenario
Validation
 Did the operator(s) designated on the ES‐D‐1 to receive

credit for each event actually perform the actions? Is it
likely that the other operator could be assigned by the SRO
to perform the required actions?
 Are the events which could possibly lead to a reactor
trip/scram placed closest to the major event?
 Are the procedures listed in the ES‐D‐2 the ones that were
actually used by the operating crew? Are there any other
procedures that the crew could potentially use?
 Do the Technical Specification determinations match those
listed in the ES‐D‐2?
12

4
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Questions to Ask During Admin
JPM Validation
 Is the proper range of acceptable values specified for

calculations?
 Are all steps designated as critical steps actually

necessary to correctly complete the task? Are all
actual critical steps designated in the JPM?
 How does the examiner differentiate between
acceptable and unacceptable performance?
 Are all of the references needed to complete the task
available? Are there any procedures that may be used
which are different from those included in the JPM?
 Are examiner cues provided as necessary?
13

Questions to Ask During Simulator
and In‐Plant JPM Validation
 For in‐plant JPMs, is the JPM set up for the proper

train regarding the work week (protected equipment)
during the exam?
 Are all steps designated as critical steps actually
necessary to correctly complete the task? Are all
actual critical steps designated in the JPM?
 How does the examiner differentiate between
acceptable and unacceptable performance?
 Are examiner cues provided as necessary?
14

Questions to Ask During Written
Exam Validation
 How much time did it take to complete the exam?
 Was any overlap identified?
 Was the answer reached based on experience or

license class knowledge?
 Was more information needed in the stem or initial

conditions?
 Could the question or choices be written more clearly?
 If the question was answered correctly, why?
 If the question was answered incorrectly, why?
15

5

07/15/2013

Validation and Review

Questions or Comments?

16
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Rick Baldwin, Senior Operations Engineer
Newton Lacy, Operations Engineer
1

Validation and Review
 The exam is reviewed to ensure the requirements
of ES-401-6, Written Examination Quality
Checklist, are met.
ES- 401, D.3.a

 Facility-developed exams must be reviewed by a
supervisor or manager BEFORE they are
transmitted to the NRC.
ES-401, D.3.b
2

Validation and Review
 Most facilities perform an exam validation which
consists of licensed individual(s) taking the
written exam.
 The validation effort should include evaluation of
the following:
 Performance time
 Appropriate level
 Clarity
 Psychometric aspects of Appendix B
3

Validation and Review
 Facility licensees are responsible for ensuring the
contractor-prepared exams meet the NUREG-1021
guidelines.
ES- 401, E.1

 The Facility review of the entire exam outline
package shall use ES-201-2, Examination Outline
Quality Checklist.
ES-201, C.f
4

Validation and Review
 ES-201-2 references using ES-301-5 for guidance;
ES-301-5 is not completed at this time.
 ES-201-2 checks for duplication and overlap; this
helps prevent double jeopardy.

5

Validation and Review
 The Facility review of the developed exam material
shall also complete:
 ES-401-6, Written Examination Quality Checklist
 ES-301-4, Simulator Scenario Quality Checklist
 ES-301-5, Transient and Event Checklist
 ES-301-6, Competencies Checklist

6

Validation and Review
 Providing the information listed on ES-401-5
simplifies the review process.


ES- 401-5, ES-201, C.1.h

 NRC will review and provide feedback on a 10
question pre-submission sample to allow for midcourse adjustments; optional upon request.

7

Validation and Review
 Facility-developed exams must be reviewed by a supervisor

or manager BEFORE they are transmitted to the NRC.

ES-401, E.1

 NRC review must be an independent review, based on
provided references .
ES- 401, E.2
 NRC initially reviews at least 30 questions of the 75

questions (RO) and 100 questions (SRO/RO) in detail for
technical accuracy and K/A intent matched. Complete
review for K/A match triggered at > 20% missed.

ES- 401, E.2.c
 Region II reviews 100% of the written exam in detail.
8

Validation and Review
 NRC question evaluation results are documented on

the 401-9.

 The results of that review will be discussed with the

facility licensee, NRR and Regional supervision, as
appropriate.

ES-401, E.2.c

 Psychometric quality reviewed for at least 10 new

questions and 20 additional questions.

ES-401, E.2.c
 This is taken care of in the 100% Region II review.
9

Validation and Review
 No limit on the number of changes the NRC can direct.
ES-401, E.2.d

 Remember - enhancements are recommendations, not

directed changes .

 Example of unacceptable flaws are:





mismatched K/A
inappropriate license level
implausible distractors
lack of operation orientation

ES-401, E.2.d
10

Validation and Review
 Directed changes will be referenced to NUREG-1021,

Appendix B.

ES-401, E.2.e

 If there are < 6 unacceptable flaws in the first 30

sampled questions, then regional personnel will
review the rest of the exam questions.

ES-401, E.3.b

 If there are ≥ 6 unacceptable flaws in the first 30

sampled questions, then the exam MAY be returned to
the facility without further review by the NRC for
correction.

ES-401, E.3.b
11

Questions to Ask During Scenario
Validation
 Did the operator(s) designated on the ES-D-1 to receive

credit for each event actually perform the actions? Is it
likely that the other operator could be assigned by the SRO
to perform the required actions?
 Are the events which could possibly lead to a reactor
trip/scram placed closest to the major event?
 Are the procedures listed in the ES-D-2 the ones that were
actually used by the operating crew? Are there any other
procedures that the crew could potentially use?
 Do the Technical Specification determinations match those
listed in the ES-D-2?
12

Questions to Ask During Admin
JPM Validation
 Is the proper range of acceptable values specified for







calculations?
Are all steps designated as critical steps actually
necessary to correctly complete the task? Are all
actual critical steps designated in the JPM?
How does the examiner differentiate between
acceptable and unacceptable performance?
Are all of the references needed to complete the task
available? Are there any procedures that may be used
which are different from those included in the JPM?
Are examiner cues provided as necessary?
13

Questions to Ask During Simulator
and In-Plant JPM Validation
 For in-plant JPMs, is the JPM set up for the proper

train regarding the work week (protected equipment)
during the exam?
 Are all steps designated as critical steps actually
necessary to correctly complete the task? Are all
actual critical steps designated in the JPM?
 How does the examiner differentiate between
acceptable and unacceptable performance?
 Are examiner cues provided as necessary?
14

Questions to Ask During Written
Exam Validation
 How much time did it take to complete the exam?
 Was any overlap identified?
 Was the answer reached based on experience or





license class knowledge?
Was more information needed in the stem or initial
conditions?
Could the question or choices be written more clearly?
If the question was answered correctly, why?
If the question was answered incorrectly, why?
15

Validation and Review
Questions or Comments?

16
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Operating Test:
Outline, Predictability,
& Cueing
2013 Exam Writers’ Workshop
Mike Donithan
RII Operations Examiner

Gerry Laska
RII Senior Operations Examiner
1

Outline Submittal
• 75 Day Submittal:
– Examination Outline Quality Checklist,
ES-201-2 (Written exam blocks can be N/A’d)
– Exam Security Agreement, ES-201-3
– Administrative JPM Outline, ES-301-1
– Control Room/In-Plant Systems Outline,
ES-301-2
– Operating Test Quality Checklist,
ES-301-3
2

Outline Submittal
– Simulator Scenario Quality Checklist,
ES-301-4
– Transient and Event Checklist, ES-301-5
– Competencies Checklist, ES 301-6

3

1
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Administrative Topics Outline, ES-301-1
“Conduct of Operations” evaluates
knowledge of daily operation of the facility:
– shift turnover & staffing requirements
– temporary changes to procedures
– reactor plant startup requirements
– mode changes ‒ key control ‒ fuel handling
– plant parameter verification (ECP, heat balance)
– short-term information (night & standing orders)
– security (awareness and familiarity)
4

Administrative Topics
“Equipment Control” addresses the
administrative requirements associated with
managing and controlling plant systems and
equipment:
– surveillance testing
– maintenance
– tagging and clearances
– temporary modification of systems
– familiarity with and use of P&IDs
5

Administrative Topics
“Radiation Control” evaluates knowledge
and abilities with respect to radiation
hazards and protection (of plant personnel
and the public):
– use and function of portable radiation and
contamination survey instruments and
personnel monitoring equipment
– knowledge of significant radiation hazards
– control of radiation releases
– radiation work permits
6

2
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Administrative Topics
– ability to perform procedures to reduce
excessive levels of radiation and guard against
personnel exposure
– radiation exposure limits & contamination
control, including permissible levels in excess of
those authorized

7

Administrative Topics
“Emergency Procedures/Plan” evaluates
the knowledge of the facility’s emergency
plan, including, as appropriate, responsibility
of the RO or SRO to decide whether the
plan should be executed and duties
assigned under the plan:
– lines of authority during an emergency
– emergency action levels and classifications
– emergency facilities & communications
– protective action recommendations
8

Administrative Topics
• SROs

• ROs

– 5 administrative JPMs
– Must sample all topics

– 4 administrative JPMs
(Re-takes must have 5.)

– “Conduct of Operations”
is required.

3
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Control Room/In-Plant Systems
Outline, ES-301-2
• Used to determine whether the applicant has an

adequate knowledge of plant system design and
is able to safely operate those systems.

Control Room/In-Plant Systems

Control Room/In-Plant Systems
RO and SRO-Instants

• Each of the control room systems and evolutions

•

(and separately, each of the in-plant systems and
evolutions) should evaluate a different safety
function.
The same system or evolution should not be used
to evaluate more than one safety function in each
location.

4
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Control Room/In-Plant Systems
SRO-Upgrades

• The five systems and evolutions should evaluate
at least five different safety functions.

• One must be an engineered safety feature.
• The same system or evolution should not be

used to evaluate more than one safety function.

Control Room/In-Plant Systems
• Tasks requiring applicants to execute alternative
paths within the facility’s operating procedures:
– 4-6 for ROs and instant SROs
– 2-3 for upgrade SROs

• At least 1 task related to a shutdown or lowpower condition for all applicants.

Control Room/In-Plant Systems
• At least 1 task requiring emergency or abnormal
condition actions.

• At least 1 task requiring RCA entry.
(These can be the same JPM.)

5
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Simulator Operating Test Outline,
ES-D-1
• Scenario sets will be constructed by

•

selecting and modifying scenarios from
existing licensee or NRC scenario banks
and by developing new scenarios.
Initial conditions, normal operations,
malfunctions, & major transients should be
varied among the scenarios and should
include startup, low-power, and full-power
situations.
16

Simulator Operating Test
• Review the walk-through outline (if

•

prepared), and take care not to duplicate
operations that will be tested during the
systems walk-through.
Walk-through and simulator should not
duplicate material covered on the written
exam.

17

Simulator Operating Test
What is Required:
Every RO applicant should have a total of 6
events, comprised of:
• Instrument/Component malfunctions
• Normal Evolutions
• Reactivity Manipulations

These should be split between the RO and
BOP positions.
18

6
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Simulator Operating Test
This can be a combination of:

• Instrument/Component Failures (4)
• Reactivity Manipulations (1)
• Normal Evolutions (1)
These events should all be prior to the Major
Transient.
Only one applicant can get credit for a
reactivity manipulation or a normal evolution
per scenario.
19

Simulator Operating Test
SRO Instants must:
– have two Tech Spec calls as the SRO
– have two instrument/ component malfunctions
– have a Normal Evolution or Reactivity
Manipulation (can substitute an I/C)
– have a Major Transient
– stand the RO (OATC) position, and have:
• two instrument/component malfunctions
• a Major Transient

20

Simulator Operating Test
SRO Upgrades must have:
– two Tech Spec calls
– two instrument/ component malfunctions
– a Normal Evolution or Reactivity Manipulation
(can substitute an I/C)
– a Major Transient
(Only required to be observed in one scenario.)

21

7
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Operating Test Predictability
“Applicants should not be able to predict or
narrow the possible scope or content of the
licensing examination based on the facility’s
examination practices …” (ES-201, Page 17)

• Steam generator tube leakage shouldn’t always
lead to a tube rupture.

• Severe weather shouldn’t always cause a loss of
offsite power.

• An auxiliary feedwater pump out of service

shouldn’t always lead to a loss of heat sink.

• An abnormal event shouldn’t always lead to the
same major transient.

22

Operating Test Predictability
One strategy to avoid predictability is to
have a mostly standard set of scenario initial
conditions:
• Small, ongoing S/G tube leak
• Severe thunderstorm warning
• AFW pump out of service for maintenance
• RHR pump out of service for maintenance
• Fuel handling in the Spent Fuel Pool
Consider adding additional items either to
assist event progression or as distractors. 23

Operating Test Predictability
Other predictability concerns:

• For multi-unit sites: “Divide the operating test

•
•
•

coverage among the units and do not become
predictable by conducting the walk-through tests on
only one unit.” (ES-301 p. 8)
Similarly, vary which train of equipment is used.
Don’t always use ‘A’ EDG because it’s closer, etc.
Admin JPMs don’t always have to have something
“wrong”. Maybe the surveillance test is satisfactory,
or work hour limits are not exceeded, etc.
Many repeated JPMs/scenarios from 3rd exam back.
24

8
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Avoiding Cueing in JPMs
• Statements that inappropriately limit the

applicant’s actions to only the right answer
or path (should not tip-off the applicant to
the right or wrong things to do).
– If told to “verify” automatic actions or valve
alignment, applicant will know that something
will not have actuated or repositioned.

• No duplication from scenarios.

25

Critical Steps
• From NUREG-1021 Appendix C:
“Every procedural step that the examinee must
perform correctly (i.e., accurately, in the proper
sequence, and at the proper time) in order to
accomplish the task standard shall be identified
as a critical step and shall have an associated
performance standard.”

• Some recent exams have not specified
failure criteria for Critical Steps.

26

Critical Step Failure Criteria
• Examples:
– Tripping Reactor Coolant Pumps with loss of
Component Cooling water ≤10 minutes: pretty
clear failure criteria.
– Cooling down the RCS to a target temperature
band: if overshot but allowed to heat back up,
is that acceptable performance?
– Emergency Diesel Generator parallel/isolate
switch for dead-bus energization: it turned out
not to matter which position the switch was in.
27

9
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Critical Tasks
• From Appendix D Critical Task
Methodology:

Critical Tasks are objective measures for
determining whether the performance of
an individual or a crew is satisfactory or
unsatisfactory.

28

Critical Tasks
On initial licensing examinations, CTs
provide a basis for individual operator
competency evaluations because they help
the examiner focus on those tasks that
have a significant impact on safety of the
plant or the public.

29

Critical Step/Task Failure Criteria
• Select grading criteria that identifies failure
for the critical step or task:

– Use plant parameters to decide basis for
grading.
– Define acceptable limits or bands based on
pressure, temperature, time, position, etc.
– Be specific. Validate/justify during prep week.
If the performance criteria is, “Crew will do x
before plant reaches condition y,” validate that
the simulated plant will reach that condition.
30
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Critical Step/Task Failure Criteria
• continued
– Seek Operations Department input, but it
must be based on plant procedures, design
basis, etc. “Consensus” is not equal to a
“valid facility endorsed success path” that will
withhold scrutiny during an appeal.
– Lack of technical basis may preclude using a
particular JPM.
– If critical parameter is time, might be able to
use double the validation time as a backstop.
31

Your thoughts?
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Operating Test:
Outline, Predictability,
& Cueing
2013 Exam Writers’ Workshop
Mike Donithan
RII Operations Examiner

Gerry Laska
RII Senior Operations Examiner
1

Outline Submittal
• 75 Day Submittal:
– Examination Outline Quality Checklist,
ES-201-2 (Written exam blocks can be N/A’d)
– Exam Security Agreement, ES-201-3
– Administrative JPM Outline, ES-301-1
– Control Room/In-Plant Systems Outline,
ES-301-2
– Operating Test Quality Checklist,
ES-301-3
2

Outline Submittal
– Simulator Scenario Quality Checklist,
ES-301-4
– Transient and Event Checklist, ES-301-5
– Competencies Checklist, ES 301-6

3

Administrative Topics Outline, ES-301-1
“Conduct of Operations” evaluates
knowledge of daily operation of the facility:
– shift turnover & staffing requirements
– temporary changes to procedures
– reactor plant startup requirements
– mode changes ‒ key control ‒ fuel handling
– plant parameter verification (ECP, heat balance)
– short-term information (night & standing orders)
– security (awareness and familiarity)
4

Administrative Topics
“Equipment Control” addresses the
administrative requirements associated with
managing and controlling plant systems and
equipment:
– surveillance testing
– maintenance
– tagging and clearances
– temporary modification of systems
– familiarity with and use of P&IDs
5

Administrative Topics
“Radiation Control” evaluates knowledge
and abilities with respect to radiation
hazards and protection (of plant personnel
and the public):
– use and function of portable radiation and
contamination survey instruments and
personnel monitoring equipment
– knowledge of significant radiation hazards
– control of radiation releases
– radiation work permits
6

Administrative Topics
– ability to perform procedures to reduce
excessive levels of radiation and guard against
personnel exposure
– radiation exposure limits & contamination
control, including permissible levels in excess of
those authorized

7

Administrative Topics
“Emergency Procedures/Plan” evaluates
the knowledge of the facility’s emergency
plan, including, as appropriate, responsibility
of the RO or SRO to decide whether the
plan should be executed and duties
assigned under the plan:
– lines of authority during an emergency
– emergency action levels and classifications
– emergency facilities & communications
– protective action recommendations
8

Administrative Topics
• SROs

• ROs

– 5 administrative JPMs
– Must sample all topics

– 4 administrative JPMs
(Re-takes must have 5.)

– “Conduct of Operations”
is required.

Control Room/In-Plant Systems
Outline, ES-301-2
• Used to determine whether the applicant has an

adequate knowledge of plant system design and
is able to safely operate those systems.

Control Room/In-Plant Systems

Control Room/In-Plant Systems
RO and SRO-Instants
• Each of the control room systems and evolutions

•

(and separately, each of the in-plant systems and
evolutions) should evaluate a different safety
function.
The same system or evolution should not be used
to evaluate more than one safety function in each
location.

Control Room/In-Plant Systems
SRO-Upgrades
• The five systems and evolutions should evaluate

•
•

at least five different safety functions.
One must be an engineered safety feature.
The same system or evolution should not be
used to evaluate more than one safety function.

Control Room/In-Plant Systems
• Tasks requiring applicants to execute alternative
paths within the facility’s operating procedures:
– 4-6 for ROs and instant SROs
– 2-3 for upgrade SROs

• At least 1 task related to a shutdown or lowpower condition for all applicants.

Control Room/In-Plant Systems
• At least 1 task requiring emergency or abnormal
•

condition actions.
At least 1 task requiring RCA entry.

(These can be the same JPM.)

Simulator Operating Test Outline,
ES-D-1
• Scenario sets will be constructed by

selecting and modifying scenarios from
existing licensee or NRC scenario banks
and by developing new scenarios.
• Initial conditions, normal operations,
malfunctions, & major transients should be
varied among the scenarios and should
include startup, low-power, and full-power
situations.
16

Simulator Operating Test
• Review the walk-through outline (if

prepared), and take care not to duplicate
operations that will be tested during the
systems walk-through.
• Walk-through and simulator should not
duplicate material covered on the written
exam.

17

Simulator Operating Test
What is Required:
Every RO applicant should have a total of 6
events, comprised of:
• Instrument/Component malfunctions
• Normal Evolutions
• Reactivity Manipulations

These should be split between the RO and
BOP positions.
18

Simulator Operating Test
This can be a combination of:
• Instrument/Component Failures (4)
• Reactivity Manipulations (1)
• Normal Evolutions (1)
These events should all be prior to the Major
Transient.
Only one applicant can get credit for a
reactivity manipulation or a normal evolution
per scenario.
19

Simulator Operating Test
SRO Instants must:
– have two Tech Spec calls as the SRO
– have two instrument/ component malfunctions
– have a Normal Evolution or Reactivity
Manipulation (can substitute an I/C)
– have a Major Transient
– stand the RO (OATC) position, and have:
• two instrument/component malfunctions
• a Major Transient

20

Simulator Operating Test
SRO Upgrades must have:
– two Tech Spec calls
– two instrument/ component malfunctions
– a Normal Evolution or Reactivity Manipulation
(can substitute an I/C)
– a Major Transient
(Only required to be observed in one scenario.)

21

Operating Test Predictability
“Applicants should not be able to predict or
narrow the possible scope or content of the
licensing examination based on the facility’s
examination practices …” (ES-201, Page 17)
• Steam generator tube leakage shouldn’t always

•
•
•

lead to a tube rupture.
Severe weather shouldn’t always cause a loss of
offsite power.
An auxiliary feedwater pump out of service
shouldn’t always lead to a loss of heat sink.
An abnormal event shouldn’t always lead to the
same major transient.
22

Operating Test Predictability
One strategy to avoid predictability is to
have a mostly standard set of scenario initial
conditions:
• Small, ongoing S/G tube leak
• Severe thunderstorm warning
• AFW pump out of service for maintenance
• RHR pump out of service for maintenance
• Fuel handling in the Spent Fuel Pool
Consider adding additional items either to
assist event progression or as distractors. 23

Operating Test Predictability
Other predictability concerns:
• For multi-unit sites: “Divide the operating test

•
•
•

coverage among the units and do not become
predictable by conducting the walk-through tests on
only one unit.” (ES-301 p. 8)
Similarly, vary which train of equipment is used.
Don’t always use ‘A’ EDG because it’s closer, etc.
Admin JPMs don’t always have to have something
“wrong”. Maybe the surveillance test is satisfactory,
or work hour limits are not exceeded, etc.
Many repeated JPMs/scenarios from 3rd exam back.
24

Avoiding Cueing in JPMs
• Statements that inappropriately limit the

applicant’s actions to only the right answer
or path (should not tip-off the applicant to
the right or wrong things to do).
– If told to “verify” automatic actions or valve
alignment, applicant will know that something
will not have actuated or repositioned.

• No duplication from scenarios.

25

Critical Steps
• From NUREG-1021 Appendix C:

“Every procedural step that the examinee must
perform correctly (i.e., accurately, in the proper
sequence, and at the proper time) in order to
accomplish the task standard shall be identified
as a critical step and shall have an associated
performance standard.”

• Some recent exams have not specified
failure criteria for Critical Steps.

26

Critical Step Failure Criteria
• Examples:
– Tripping Reactor Coolant Pumps with loss of
Component Cooling water ≤10 minutes: pretty
clear failure criteria.
– Cooling down the RCS to a target temperature
band: if overshot but allowed to heat back up,
is that acceptable performance?
– Emergency Diesel Generator parallel/isolate
switch for dead-bus energization: it turned out
not to matter which position the switch was in.
27

Critical Tasks
• From Appendix D Critical Task
Methodology:

Critical Tasks are objective measures for
determining whether the performance of
an individual or a crew is satisfactory or
unsatisfactory.

28

Critical Tasks
On initial licensing examinations, CTs
provide a basis for individual operator
competency evaluations because they help
the examiner focus on those tasks that
have a significant impact on safety of the
plant or the public.

29

Critical Step/Task Failure Criteria
• Select grading criteria that identifies failure
for the critical step or task:

– Use plant parameters to decide basis for
grading.
– Define acceptable limits or bands based on
pressure, temperature, time, position, etc.
– Be specific. Validate/justify during prep week.
If the performance criteria is, “Crew will do x
before plant reaches condition y,” validate that
the simulated plant will reach that condition.
30

Critical Step/Task Failure Criteria
• continued
– Seek Operations Department input, but it
must be based on plant procedures, design
basis, etc. “Consensus” is not equal to a
“valid facility endorsed success path” that will
withhold scrutiny during an appeal.
– Lack of technical basis may preclude using a
particular JPM.
– If critical parameter is time, might be able to
use double the validation time as a backstop.
31

Your thoughts?
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ES-401

PWR Examination Outline

Facility:

Date of Exam:

Tier

Group

1.
Emergency &
Abnormal
Plant
Evolutions
2.
Plant
Systems

RO K/A Category Points
K
1

K
2

K
3

K
4

K
5

K
6

A
1

A
2

A
3

SRO-Only Points
A
4

G
*

1

A2

Total

G*

Total

18

6

9

4

Tier Totals

27

10

1

28

5

2

10

3

Tier Totals

38

8

2

N/A

3. Generic Knowledge and Abilities
Categories
Note:

Form ES-401-2

1

N/A

2

3

4

10

1

2

3

4

7

1.

Ensure that at least two topics from every applicable K/A category are sampled within each tier of the RO
and SRO-only outlines (i.e., except for one category in Tier 3 of the SRO-only outline, the “Tier Totals”
in each K/A category shall not be less than two).

2.

The point total for each group and tier in the proposed outline must match that specified in the table.
The final point total for each group and tier may deviate by ±1 from that specified in the table based on NRC revisions.
The final RO exam must total 75 points and the SRO-only exam must total 25 points.

3.

Systems/evolutions within each group are identified on the associated outline; systems or evolutions that do not apply
at the facility should be deleted and justified; operationally important, site-specific systems/evolutions that are not
included on the outline should be added. Refer to Section D.1.b of ES-401 for guidance regarding the elimination
of inappropriate K/A statements.

4.

Select topics from as many systems and evolutions as possible; sample every system or evolution in the group before
selecting a second topic for any system or evolution.

5.

Absent a plant-specific priority, only those K/As having an importance rating (IR) of 2.5 or higher shall be selected.
Use the RO and SRO ratings for the RO and SRO-only portions, respectively.

6.

Select SRO topics for Tiers 1 and 2 from the shaded systems and K/A categories.

7.*

The generic (G) K/As in Tiers 1 and 2 shall be selected from Section 2 of the K/A Catalog, but the topics
must be relevant to the applicable evolution or system. Refer to Section D.1.b of ES-401 for the applicable K/As.

8.

On the following pages, enter the K/A numbers, a brief description of each topic, the topics’ importance ratings (IRs)
for the applicable license level, and the point totals (#) for each system and category. Enter the group and tier totals
for each category in the table above; if fuel handling equipment is sampled in other than Category A2 or G* on the
SRO-only exam, enter it on the left side of Column A2 for Tier 2, Group 2 (Note #1 does not apply). Use duplicate
pages for RO and SRO-only exams.

9.

For Tier 3, select topics from Section 2 of the K/A catalog, and enter the K/A numbers, descriptions, IRs,
and point totals (#) on Form ES-401-3. Limit SRO selections to K/As that are linked to 10 CFR 55.43.
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ES-401
ES-401

2

Form ES-401-2

PWR Examination Outline
Emergency and Abnormal Plant Evolutions - Tier 1/Group 1 (RO / SRO)

E/APE # / Name / Safety Function

1 2 3 4 5

6

K
1

G

K
2

K
3

A
1

A
2

K/A Topic(s)

Form ES-401-2
IR

#

[01] 000007 Reactor Trip - Stabilization - Recovery
/1

[02] 000008 Pressurizer Vapor Space Accident / 3
[03] 000009 Small Break LOCA / 3
[04] 000011 Large Break LOCA / 3
[05] 000015/17 RCP Malfunctions / 4
[06] 000022 Loss of Rx Coolant Makeup / 2
[07] 000025 Loss of RHR System / 4
[08] 000026 Loss of Component Cooling Water / 8
[09] 000027 Pressurizer Pressure Control System
Malfunction / 3

[10] 000029 ATWS / 1
[11] 000038 Steam Gen. Tube Rupture / 3
[12] 000040 (W/E12) Steam Line Rupture Excessive Heat Transfer / 4

[13] 000054 Loss of Main Feedwater / 4
[14] 000055 Station Blackout / 6
[15] 000056 Loss of Off-site Power / 6
[16] 000057 Loss of Vital AC Inst. Bus / 6
[17] 000058 Loss of DC Power / 6
[18] 000062 Loss of Nuclear Svc Water / 4
[19] 000065 Loss of Instrument Air / 8
[20] W/E04 LOCA Outside Containment / 3
[21] W/E11 Loss of Emergency Coolant Recirc. / 4
[22] W/E05 Inadequate Heat Transfer - Loss
of Secondary Heat Sink / 4

[23] 000077 Generator Voltage and Electric Grid
Disturbances / 6

K/A Category Totals:

Group Point Total:
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ES-401

ES-401

3

Form ES-401-2

PWR Examination Outline
Emergency and Abnormal Plant Evolutions - Tier 1/Group 2 (RO / SRO)

E/APE # / Name / Safety Function

K/A Topic(s)

1 2 3 4 5 6
K
1

K
2

K
3

A
1

A
2

Form ES-401-2
IR

#

G

[01] 000001 Continuous Rod Withdrawal / 1
[02] 000003 Dropped Control Rod / 1
[03] 000005 Inoperable/Stuck Control Rod / 1
[04] 000024 Emergency Boration / 1
[05] 000028 Pressurizer Level Malfunction / 2
[06] 000032 Loss of Source Range NI / 7
[07] 000033 Loss of Intermediate Range NI / 7
[08] 000036 Fuel Handling Accident / 8
[09] 000037 Steam Generator Tube Leak / 3
[10] 000051 Loss of Condenser Vacuum / 4
[11] 000059 Accidental Liquid RadWaste Rel. / 9
[12] 000060 Accidental Gaseous Radwaste Rel./ 9
[13] 000061 ARM System Alarms / 7
[14] 000067 Plant Fire On-site / 8
[15] 000068 Control Room Evac. / 8
[16] 000069 (W/E14) Loss of CTMT Integrity / 5
[17] 000074 (W/E06&E07) Inad. Core Cooling / 4
[18] 000076 High Reactor Coolant Activity / 9
[19] W/EO1 & E02 Rediagnosis & SI Termination /
3

[20] W/E13 Steam Generator Over-pressure / 4
[21] W/E15 Containment Flooding / 5
[22] W/E16 High Containment Radiation / 9
[23] W/E03 LOCA Cooldown - Depress. / 4
[24] W/E09&E10 Natural Circ. / 4
[25] W/E08 RCS Overcooling - PTS / 4

K/A Category Point Totals:

Group Point Total:
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ES-401
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ES-401

Form ES-401-2

PWR Examination Outline
Plant Systems - Tier 2/Group 1 (RO / SRO)

System # / Name

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

11

K
1

G

K
2

K
3

K
4

K
5

K
6

A
1

A
2

A
3

A
4

Form ES-401-2
K/A Topic(s)

IR

#

[01] 003 Reactor Coolant Pump
[02] 004 Chemical and Volume Control
[03] 005 Residual Heat Removal
[04] 006 Emergency Core Cooling
[05] 007 Pressurizer Relief/Quench
Tank

[06] 008 Component Cooling Water
[07] 010 Pressurizer Pressure Control
[08] 012 Reactor Protection
[09] 013 Engineered Safety Features
Actuation

[10] 022 Containment Cooling
[22] 025 Ice Condenser
[11] 026 Containment Spray
[12] 039 Main and Reheat Steam
[13] 059 Main Feedwater
[14] 061 Auxiliary/Emergency
Feedwater

[15] 062 AC Electrical Distribution
[16] 063 DC Electrical Distribution
[17] 064 Emergency Diesel Generator
[18] 073 Process Radiation Monitoring
[19] 076 Service Water
[20] 078 Instrument Air
[21] 103 Containment
K/A Category Point Totals:

Group Point Total:
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ES-401
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ES-401

Form ES-401-2

PWR Examination Outline
Plant Systems - Tier 2/Group 2 (RO / SRO)

System # / Name

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

11

K
1

G

K
2

K
3

K
4

K
5

K
6

A
1

A
2

A
3

A
4

Form ES-401-2
K/A Topic(s)

IR

#

[01] 001 Control Rod Drive
[02] 002 Reactor Coolant
[03] 011 Pressurizer Level Control
[04] 014 Rod Position Indication
[05] 015 Nuclear Instrumentation
[06] 016 Non-nuclear Instrumentation
[07] 017 In-core Temperature Monitor
[08] 027 Containment Iodine Removal
[09] 028 Hydrogen Recombiner
and Purge Control

[10] 029 Containment Purge
[11] 033 Spent Fuel Pool Cooling
[12] 034 Fuel Handling Equipment
[13] 035 Steam Generator
[14] 041 Steam Dump/Turbine Bypass
Control

[15] 045 Main Turbine Generator
[16] 055 Condenser Air Removal
[17] 056 Condensate
[18] 068 Liquid Radwaste
[19] 071 Waste Gas Disposal
[20] 072 Area Radiation Monitoring
[21] 075 Circulating Water
[22] 079 Station Air
[23] 086 Fire Protection
K/A Category Point Totals:

Group Point Total:
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ES-401

Generic Knowledge and Abilities Outline (Tier 3)

Facility:
Category

Form ES-401-3

Date of Exam:
K/A #

Topic

RO
IR

1.
Conduct
of Operations

2.
Equipment
Control

3.
Radiation
Control

4.
Emergency
Procedures /
Plan

2.1.

[01] G 2.1.7

[23] G 2.4.1

2.1.

[02] G 2.1.19

[24] G 2.4.2

2.1.

[03] G 2.1.20

[25] G 2.4.3

2.1.

[04] G 2.1.23

[26] G 2.4.4

2.1.

[05] G 2.1.25

[27] G 2.4.6

2.1.

[06] G 2.1.27

[28] G 2.4.8

Subtotal [07] G 2.1.28

[29] G 2.4.9

2.2.

[08] G 2.1.30

[30] G 2.4.11

2.2.

[09] G 2.1.31

[31] G 2.4.18

2.2.

[10] G 2.1.32

[32] G 2.4.20

SRO-Only
#

IR

#

[33] G 2.4.21

2.2.
2.2.

[11] G 2.2.3

[34] G 2.4.30

2.2.

[12] G 2.2.4

[35] G 2.4.31

Subtotal [13] G 2.2.12

[36] G 2.4.34

2.3.

[14] G 2.2.22

[37] G 2.4.35

2.3.

[15] G 2.2.25

[38] G 2.4.41

2.3.

[16] G 2.2.36

[39] G 2.4.45

2.3.

[17] G 2.2.37

[40] G 2.4.46

2.3.

[18] G 2.2.38

[41] G 2.4.47

2.3.

[19] G 2.2.39

[42] G 2.4.49

Subtotal [20] G 2.2.40

[43] G 2.4.50

2.4.

[21] G 2.2.42

2.4.

[22] G 2.2.44

2.4.
2.4.
2.4.
2.4.
Subtotal

Tier 3 Point Total

10
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Random and Systematic:

Written Exam Sample Plans
Michael Meeks
USNRC Region II

Random and Systematic:

SILENCE
Cell Phones
And Pagers
Written Exam Sample Plans
Michael Meeks
USNRC Region II

Introductory Slides…

July 2013

Random and Systematic:
Written Exam Sample Plans

Michael Meeks

1

07/12/2013

NRC
• NRC Region II – August 2008
• Qualified on Westinghouse,
Babcock & Wilcox, and
Combustion Engineering

July 2013

Random and Systematic:
Written Exam Sample Plans

Michael Meeks

Why Cover Sample Plans?

• Feedback From Previous Years’
Workshops

• Region II Policy Unchanged

July 2013

Random and Systematic:
Written Exam Sample Plans

Michael Meeks

What’s In It For You?
• Better Understanding of Sample Plan
Process
• Better Understanding of the Impact of K/A
Changes

• Potential Use on Audits or
Other Final Exams
July 2013

Random and Systematic:
Written Exam Sample Plans

Michael Meeks

2

07/12/2013

Sample Plan Trivia No. 1

As specified in rev. 9, supp. 1
of NUREG-1021 Form ES201-1, what is the “target
date” for written exam sample
plans to be provided?

Random and Systematic:
Written Exam Sample Plans

July 2013

Michael Meeks

Sample Plan Trivia No. 1
A. 180 Days
B. 120 Days
C. 90 Days
D. 75 Days

July 2013

Random and Systematic:
Written Exam Sample Plans

Michael Meeks

Recommendation No. 1

Recommendation: Ask your
assigned Chief Examiner for the
written exam sample plan ~2
weeks before it would be
‘useful’ to you.
July 2013

Random and Systematic:
Written Exam Sample Plans

Michael Meeks

3

07/12/2013

Recommendation No. 1

Recommendation: Ask your
assigned Chief Examiner for the
written exam sample plan ~2
weeks before you are ready to
start developing questions.
July 2013

Random and Systematic:
Written Exam Sample Plans

Michael Meeks

What Do You Need to Do?
• At least one person signed on to this
exam’s Form ES-201-3.
• Fulfill your site’s procedural requirements
for exam security.

• (Optional) Provide NRC with
site-specific K/A lists.
July 2013

Random and Systematic:
Written Exam Sample Plans

Michael Meeks

Site-Specific K/A Lists
• Any K/As with IR<2.5 that should be
included in the sample due to site-specific
priority?

• ‘Suppression List:’ K/As that
are not relevant at the subject
faicility.
{ref. ES-401 D.1.b}
July 2013

Random and Systematic:
Written Exam Sample Plans

Michael Meeks

4

07/12/2013

Why Two Weeks?
• Availability of Chief Examiner, M. Meeks
or P. Capehart, and Branch Chief.

• Cross-Checks and Approvals
(Partial Form ES 201-1)

July 2013

Random and Systematic:
Written Exam Sample Plans

Michael Meeks

Westinghouse Sample Plan

July 2013

Random and Systematic:
Written Exam Sample Plans
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Westinghouse Sample Plan
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Sample Plans, In Theory
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Sample Plans, In Theory
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Sample Plans, In Theory
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Sample Plans, In Theory
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Sample Plans, In Theory

(1/138) * (1/2) = (1/276) ~ 0.362%
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Sample Plans, In Theory
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Sample Plans, In Theory
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Red Squares
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Green Squares
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Written Exam Sample Plans

Michael Meeks

Other Colors
• Gray = SRO-only
• Pink = Radiation Monitors

• Time for Trivia No. 2
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Sample Plan Trivia No. 2

In accordance with rev. 2, supp. 1
of NUREG-1122 (PWR K/A
Catalog), what K/A category has
the most individual K/A statements
(irrespective of importance rating)?
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Sample Plan Trivia No. 2

A. 001 K5
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Sample Plan Trivia No. 2

B. 004 K5
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Sample Plan Trivia No. 2

C. 045 K4
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Sample Plan Trivia No. 2

D. 056 AA2
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Sample Plan Trivia No. 2

A. 001 K5
B. 004 K5
C. 045 K4
D. 056 AA2
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Tier 1/Group 1
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Michael Meeks
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Why Include Safety Function?
a. … The emergency and abnormal plant evolutions
(E/APEs) listed in Section 1.10 of the appropriate
NUREG may also be used to evaluate the
applicable safety function (as specified for each
E/APE in the first tier of the written examination
outlines attached to ES-401, “Preparing Initial
Site-Specific Written Examinations”).
{ref. ES-301 D.4.a}
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Tier 1/Group 1
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Tier 1/Group 1
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Tier 1/Group 1

Sample Plan Generator:
015 AK … or 015 AA … etc.
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Tier 1/Group 1
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Tier 1/Group 1
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Generic K/As in Tier 1/2
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Generic K/As in Tier 1/2

-W/E05EG2.1.44:
Question associated with
Westinghouse FR-H.1, “Loss of
Secondary Heat Sink,” and
knowledge of RO duties in the
control room during fuel handling….
July 2013

Random and Systematic:
Written Exam Sample Plans

Michael Meeks

Generic K/As in Tier 1/2
The topics for the generic K/A category in Tiers 1 and 2 (i.e.,
Column “G” on Forms ES-401-1 and ES-401-2) shall be selected
from Section 2, “Generic Knowledge and Abilities,” of the
applicable K/A catalog. However, only those topics that are
relevant to the selected evolution or system shall be included;
therefore, generic K/As for Tiers 1 and 2 for both RO and SRO
examinations should be randomly selected from the following:
2.1.7, 2.1.19, 2.1.20, 2.1.23, 2.1.25, 2.1.27, 2.1.28, 2.1.30, 2.1.31,
2.1.32, 2.2.3, 2.2.4, 2.2.12, 2.2.22, 2.2.25, 2.2.36, 2.2.37, 2.2.38,
2.2.39, 2.2.40, 2.2.42, 2.2.44, 2.4.1, 2.4.2, 2.4.3, 2.4.4, 2.4.6,
2.4.8, 2.4.9, 2.4.11, 2.4.18, 2.4.20, 2.4.21, 2.4.30, 2.4.31, 2.4.34,
2.4.35, 2.4.41, 2.4.45, 2.4.46, 2.4.47, 2.4.49, and 2.4.50.
{ref. ES-401 D.1.b}
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Generic K/As in Tier 1/2
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Generic K/As in Tier 1/2
Examples of RO-level Tier 1/2 Generics:

G 2.2.39 Knowledge of less
than or equal to one hour
Technical Specification actions
statements for systems.
July 2013

Random and Systematic:
Written Exam Sample Plans

Michael Meeks

Generic K/As in Tier 1/2
Examples of RO-level Tier 1/2 Generics:
G 2.2.39,

G 2.2.42 Ability to recognize
system parameters that are
entry-level conditions for
Technical Specifications.
July 2013

Random and Systematic:
Written Exam Sample Plans

Michael Meeks

Generic K/As in Tier 1/2
Examples of RO-level Tier 1/2 Generics:
G 2.2.39, G 2.2.42,

G 2.4.4 Ability to recognize abnormal
indications for system operating
parameters that are entry-level conditions
for emergency and abnormal operating
procedures.
July 2013

Random and Systematic:
Written Exam Sample Plans

Michael Meeks
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Generic K/As in Tier 1/2
Examples of SRO-level Tier 1/2 Generics:

G 2.2.25 Knowledge of the
bases in Technical
Specifications for limiting
conditions for operations and
safety limits.
July 2013
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Written Exam Sample Plans

Michael Meeks

Generic K/As in Tier 1/2
Examples of SRO-level Tier 1/2 Generics:
G 2.2.25,

G 2.4.30 Knowledge of events related to
system operation/status that must be
reported to internal organizations or
external agencies, such as the State, the
NRC, or the transmission system operator.
July 2013

Random and Systematic:
Written Exam Sample Plans
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Sample Plan Trivia No. 3

Rev. 2, supp. 1 of NUREG-1122
(PWR K/A Catalog) states that the
PWR Catalog contains
approximately ________
knowledge and ability (K/A)
statements for ROs and SROs at
PWRs.
July 2013

Random and Systematic:
Written Exam Sample Plans

Michael Meeks
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Sample Plan Trivia No. 3

A. 4,000
B. 5,000
C. 6,000
D. 7,000
Random and Systematic:
Written Exam Sample Plans

July 2013

Michael Meeks

Sample Plan Trivia No. 3

Rev. 2, supp. 1 of NUREG-1123
(BWR K/A Catalog) states that the
BWR Catalog contains
approximately ________
knowledge and ability (K/A)
statements for ROs and SROs at
BWRs.
Random and Systematic:
Written Exam Sample Plans

July 2013

Michael Meeks

Sample Plan Trivia No. 3

A. 4,000
B. 5,000
C. 6,000
D. 7,000
July 2013
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Tier 1/Group 2
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Tier 1/Group 2
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Tier 1/Group 2
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Tier 1/Group 2
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Tier 1/Group 2
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Tier 1/Group 2
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Tier 2/Group 1
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Tier 2/Group 1
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Tier 2/Group 1
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Tier 2/Group 2
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Tier 2/Group 2
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Tier 2/Group 2
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Tier 2/Group 2
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Tier 3
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Sample Plan Trivia No. 4

How many individual K/As in rev.
2, supp. 1 of NUREG-1122 (PWR
K/A Catalog) have Importance
Ratings of “TBD”?
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Sample Plan Trivia No. 4

A. none
B. 2
C. 5
D. 6
July 2013

Random and Systematic:
Written Exam Sample Plans
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Sample Plan Trivia No. 4

How many individual K/As in rev.
2, supp. 1 of NUREG-1123 (BWR
K/A Catalog) have Importance
Ratings of “TBD”?
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SRO Exam Tier 1
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SRO Exam Tier 2/Group 1
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SRO Exam Tier 2/Group 1
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SRO Exam Tier 2/Group 2
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SRO Exam Tier 2/Group 2
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SRO Exam Tier 2/Group 2
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SRO Exam Tier 2/Group 2
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SRO Exam Tier 3
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Sample Plan Trivia No. 5

What do the symbols mean next
to the importance ratings?
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Sample Plan Trivia No. 5
What do the symbols mean next to the
importance ratings?

(*) = (1) Rating spread was very broad,
or (2) more than 15% of the raters
indicated that the knowledge or ability is
not required for the RO/SRO position at
their plant.
July 2013
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Sample Plan Trivia No. 5
What do the symbols mean next to the
importance ratings?

(?) = More than 15% of the raters felt
that they were not familiar with the
knowledge or ability as related to the
particular system or design feature.
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Sample Plan Trivia No. 5
What do the symbols mean next to the
importance ratings?

(†) = More than 20% of the raters
indicated that the level of knowledge or
ability required by an SRO is different
than the level of knowledge or ability
required by an RO.
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K/A Changes
• No limit to number of K/A changes

• Try to stay in same system and category if
possible (004 K5)
• Extra care in Tier 2/Group 1…
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K/A Changes
Need to replace RO K/A 007K5.02…
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K/A Changes
Need to replace RO K/A 007K5.02…
Note 4. Select topics from as many systems
and evolutions as possible; sample every
system or evolution in the group before
selecting a second topic for any system or
evolution.
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K/A Changes
Need to replace RO K/A 007K5.02…
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K/A Changes
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K/A Changes
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K/A Changes
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K/A Changes
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K/A Changes
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In Summary

• Sample Plan Process
• Developed a Hypothetical Sample Plan
• Discussed Aspects of K/A Changes on
Sample Plans
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THE END!
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Random and Systematic:

Written Exam Sample Plans
Michael Meeks
USNRC Region II

Random and Systematic:

SILENCE
Cell Phones
And Pagers
Written Exam Sample Plans
Michael Meeks
USNRC Region II

Introductory Slides…
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NRC
• NRC Region II – August 2008
•

July 2013

Qualified on Westinghouse,
Babcock & Wilcox, and
Combustion Engineering

Random and Systematic:
Written Exam Sample Plans

Michael Meeks

Why Cover Sample Plans?
• Feedback From Previous Years’
Workshops

• Region II Policy Unchanged
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What’s In It For You?
• Better Understanding of Sample Plan
Process
• Better Understanding of the Impact of K/A
Changes

• Potential Use on Audits or
Other Final Exams
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Sample Plan Trivia No. 1

As specified in rev. 9, supp. 1
of NUREG-1021 Form ES201-1, what is the “target
date” for written exam sample
plans to be provided?
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Sample Plan Trivia No. 1
A. 180 Days
B. 120 Days
C. 90 Days
D. 75 Days
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Recommendation No. 1

Recommendation: Ask your
assigned Chief Examiner for the
written exam sample plan ~2
weeks before it would be
‘useful’ to you.
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Recommendation No. 1

Recommendation: Ask your
assigned Chief Examiner for the
written exam sample plan ~2
weeks before you are ready to
start developing questions.
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Written Exam Sample Plans

Michael Meeks

What Do You Need to Do?
• At least one person signed on to this
exam’s Form ES-201-3.
• Fulfill your site’s procedural requirements
for exam security.

• (Optional) Provide NRC with
site-specific K/A lists.
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Site-Specific K/A Lists
• Any K/As with IR<2.5 that should be
included in the sample due to site-specific
priority?

• ‘Suppression List:’ K/As that
are not relevant at the subject
faicility.

{ref. ES-401 D.1.b}
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Why Two Weeks?
• Availability of Chief Examiner, M. Meeks
or P. Capehart, and Branch Chief.

• Cross-Checks and Approvals
(Partial Form ES 201-1)
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Westinghouse Sample Plan
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Westinghouse Sample Plan
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Sample Plans, In Theory
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Sample Plans, In Theory
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Sample Plans, In Theory
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Sample Plans, In Theory
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Sample Plans, In Theory
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Sample Plans, In Theory
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Sample Plans, In Theory
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Sample Plans, In Theory

(1/138) * (1/2) = (1/276) ~ 0.362%
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Sample Plans, In Theory
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Sample Plans, In Theory
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Sample Plans, In Theory
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Red Squares
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Orange Squares
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Green Squares
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Green Squares
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Other Colors
• Gray = SRO-only
• Pink = Radiation Monitors

• Time for Trivia No. 2
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Sample Plan Trivia No. 2

In accordance with rev. 2, supp. 1
of NUREG-1122 (PWR K/A
Catalog), what K/A category has
the most individual K/A statements
(irrespective of importance rating)?
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Sample Plan Trivia No. 2

A. 001 K5
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Sample Plan Trivia No. 2

B. 004 K5
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Sample Plan Trivia No. 2

C. 045 K4
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Sample Plan Trivia No. 2

D. 056 AA2
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Sample Plan Trivia No. 2

A. 001 K5
B. 004 K5
C. 045 K4
D. 056 AA2
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Tier 1/Group 1
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Why Include Safety Function?
a. … The emergency and abnormal plant evolutions
(E/APEs) listed in Section 1.10 of the appropriate
NUREG may also be used to evaluate the
applicable safety function (as specified for each
E/APE in the first tier of the written examination
outlines attached to ES-401, “Preparing Initial
Site-Specific Written Examinations”).
{ref. ES-301 D.4.a}
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Tier 1/Group 1
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Tier 1/Group 1
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Tier 1/Group 1

Sample Plan Generator:
015 AK … or 015 AA … etc.
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Tier 1/Group 1
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Tier 1/Group 1
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Tier 1/Group 1
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Tier 1/Group 1
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Generic K/As in Tier 1/2
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Generic K/As in Tier 1/2

-W/E05EG2.1.44:
Question associated with
Westinghouse FR-H.1, “Loss of
Secondary Heat Sink,” and
knowledge of RO duties in the
control room during fuel handling….
July 2013
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Generic K/As in Tier 1/2
The topics for the generic K/A category in Tiers 1 and 2 (i.e.,
Column “G” on Forms ES-401-1 and ES-401-2) shall be selected
from Section 2, “Generic Knowledge and Abilities,” of the
applicable K/A catalog. However, only those topics that are
relevant to the selected evolution or system shall be included;
therefore, generic K/As for Tiers 1 and 2 for both RO and SRO
examinations should be randomly selected from the following:
2.1.7, 2.1.19, 2.1.20, 2.1.23, 2.1.25, 2.1.27, 2.1.28, 2.1.30, 2.1.31,
2.1.32, 2.2.3, 2.2.4, 2.2.12, 2.2.22, 2.2.25, 2.2.36, 2.2.37, 2.2.38,
2.2.39, 2.2.40, 2.2.42, 2.2.44, 2.4.1, 2.4.2, 2.4.3, 2.4.4, 2.4.6,
2.4.8, 2.4.9, 2.4.11, 2.4.18, 2.4.20, 2.4.21, 2.4.30, 2.4.31, 2.4.34,
2.4.35, 2.4.41, 2.4.45, 2.4.46, 2.4.47, 2.4.49, and 2.4.50.
{ref. ES-401 D.1.b}
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Generic K/As in Tier 1/2
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Generic K/As in Tier 1/2
Examples of RO-level Tier 1/2 Generics:

G 2.2.39 Knowledge of less
than or equal to one hour
Technical Specification actions
statements for systems.
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Generic K/As in Tier 1/2
Examples of RO-level Tier 1/2 Generics:
G 2.2.39,

G 2.2.42 Ability to recognize
system parameters that are
entry-level conditions for
Technical Specifications.
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Generic K/As in Tier 1/2
Examples of RO-level Tier 1/2 Generics:
G 2.2.39, G 2.2.42,

G 2.4.4 Ability to recognize abnormal
indications for system operating
parameters that are entry-level conditions
for emergency and abnormal operating
procedures.
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Generic K/As in Tier 1/2
Examples of SRO-level Tier 1/2 Generics:

G 2.2.25 Knowledge of the
bases in Technical
Specifications for limiting
conditions for operations and
safety limits.
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Generic K/As in Tier 1/2
Examples of SRO-level Tier 1/2 Generics:
G 2.2.25,

G 2.4.30 Knowledge of events related to
system operation/status that must be
reported to internal organizations or
external agencies, such as the State, the
NRC, or the transmission system operator.
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Sample Plan Trivia No. 3

Rev. 2, supp. 1 of NUREG-1122
(PWR K/A Catalog) states that the
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Sample Plan Trivia No. 5
What do the symbols mean next to the
importance ratings?

(*) = (1) Rating spread was very broad,
or (2) more than 15% of the raters
indicated that the knowledge or ability is
not required for the RO/SRO position at
their plant.
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Sample Plan Trivia No. 5
What do the symbols mean next to the
importance ratings?

(?) = More than 15% of the raters felt
that they were not familiar with the
knowledge or ability as related to the
particular system or design feature.
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Sample Plan Trivia No. 5
What do the symbols mean next to the
importance ratings?

(†) = More than 20% of the raters
indicated that the level of knowledge or
ability required by an SRO is different
than the level of knowledge or ability
required by an RO.
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K/A Changes
• No limit to number of K/A changes

• Try to stay in same system and category if
possible (004 K5)

• Extra care in Tier 2/Group 1…
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In Summary

• Sample Plan Process
• Developed a Hypothetical Sample Plan
• Discussed Aspects of K/A Changes on
Sample Plans
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PREPARING INITIAL SITE‐SPECIFIC
WRITTEN EXAMINATIONS
D.2.b
Ensure that each question is technically accurate
And free of the following psychometric flaws that
Could diminish the validity of the examination:
 implausible distractors

NUREG 1021, ES401.D.2.g
 To facilitate the review process, examination

authors should consider providing a brief
explanation of why the answer is correct, and
each of the distractors is plausible but
incorrect.
 This optional practice increases the
efficiency of the examination review process
and promotes the detection and correction of
problem questions before the examinations
are administered. Or reviewed by the NRC
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NUREG 1021, Appx. B
Att.1 Question Dev.
Checklist
 12. Are the answer options homogeneous

and highly plausible? Are common
misconceptions used as distractors? Is the
question free of trivial distractors?

NUREG 1021, ES-401-9
3. Check the appropriate box if a psychometric
flaw is identified:
 The distractors are not credible; single
implausible distractors should be repaired,
more than one is unacceptable.

UNSAT

Why are plausibility
statements important?
 It helps identify flaws.
 It helps in developing higher quality

questions.
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Poor plausibility
descriptions result in:
 More time spent by us in researching

the questions and answers.
 More time spent by you answering our
questions.
 More $$$$ spent on preparing the
exam.

What makes a good
plausibility statement?
Why is the answer incorrect?
Why would someone think it is

correct?

Example – Good Statement
Given the following Unit 1 conditions:



Both ND pumps are operating in RHR mode.
Cold Leg temperatures are:









Loop 1A:
Loop 1B:
Loop 1C:
Loop 1D:

215.4°F
214.1°F
211.8°F
209.4°F

The 1ND-3 (1A ND Pump Suction From NC Loop B Header Relief) lift setpoint is WITHIN the required range.
The 1ND-38 (1B ND Pump Suction From NC Loop C Header Relief) lift setpoint is OUTSIDE of the required
range.
One PORV (1NC-32B) is INOPERABLE.

Considering only the above conditions, is entry into LCO 3.4.12, (Low Temperature Overpressure) required, and why
or why not?
A.

YES, because only ONE PORV is operable.

B.

NO, because the LCO does not apply for the given Unit conditions.

C.

NO, because Unit conditions satisfy the requirements of the specification.

D.

YES, because only ONE ND suction relief valve lift setpoint is within the required range.
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Example – Good Statement
Distractor Analysis
A. Incorrect. Plausible that the LCO is entered with only one PORV operable, since two PORVs is part of
the actual specification. But with one RHR suction relief valve also operable, the LTOP protection is
considered adequate, per the specification.
B. Incorrect. Plausible that the specification does not apply: many plant parameters require a 2 /4
condition to be considered "valid" - here the applicant sees that only ONE Tcold is less than the
temperature of applicability, and thinks that two Tcolds < 210°F are required for the spec. to be applicable.
C. CORRECT. LCO 3.4.12, (LTOP) requires either of the following:
Two PORVs
OR
Two RHR suction relief valves
OR
One RHR suction relief valve AND one PORV
Since one PORV and one RHR suction relief is operable, the requirements of the spec. are met. The
spec. applies in MODE 4 with any RCS cold leg temperature < 210°F.
D. Incorrect. Plausible to think that TWO RHR suction relief valves are required, because both trains of
RHR are in service. But, with one PORV AND one RHR suction relief valve, adequate LTOP protection
exists, per the specification.

Is it incorrect enough?
Typically, appeals are won by a

distractor that isn’t wrong
enough.
There can be a fine line between
an answer being correct and
incorrect.

Why is it incorrect?
Sometimes, the distractor
analysis just doesn’t state why the
answer is incorrect.
We have to research it.
We will bill you for it.
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Why is it plausible?
Why are we having this
discussion?
“It’s plausible because…”

Why is it plausible?
If the applicant is confused

about the setpoint, he may
think that this is correct.
Why would he be confused?

Why is it plausible?
If the applicant doesn’t know the

correct answer, they may think that
this is correct.
Really?
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Why is it plausible?
It’s the opposite of the correct

answer.
At (another plant), this could be
correct.
If the applicant assumes….. they
may think it’s correct.

Why is it plausible?
If the applicant is not familiar

with the procedure he may
choose this answer.
There is no plausibility
statement.

Why is it plausible?
Good examples:
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In mode X, it would be correct
Given the following:
‐ Unit 1 is in Mode 3 with RCS temperature at 390°F during a plant heatup.
‐ The MSIV bypass valves are open to warm the Main Steam Lines.
‐ Differential pressure across the MSIVs is 30 psid.
‐ The operating crew is planning to open the MSIVs when the steamline
temperature criteria is met.
Which ONE of the following completes the statements below?
The lowest of the listed Steam Line temperatures that will meet the criteria to
open the MSIVs is __(1)__ in accordance with SOI‐1.01, "Main Steam System."
When the first MSIV is opened, the affected SG level will tend to __(2)__.
A. (1)379°F (2)shrink
B. (1)379°F (2)swell
C. (1)386°F (2)shrink
D. (1)386°F (2)swell

DISTRACTOR ANALYSIS:
A. Incorrect, Plausible because the steam lines being

required to be a minimum of 12°F less than RCS
temperature would be correct prior to Mode 3 entry
and the steam generator level shrinking would be a
misconception but plausible because additional
inventory is being removed from the steam generator.
B. Incorrect, Plausible because the steam lines being

required to be a maximum of 12°F less than RCS
temperature would be correct prior to Mode 3 entry
and the steam generator level swelling is correct.

C. Incorrect, Plausible because the steam lines being
required to be a minimum of 385°F is correct and the
steam generator level shrinking would be a
misconception but plausible because additional
inventory is being removed from the steam generator.
D. Correct, SOl‐1.O1 identifies if using deltaT to
determine when the MSIVs can be opened after entering
Mode 3, then the deltaT between the steam lines and the
RCS must be within 5°F. With RCS at 390 °F the steam
line temperatures must be at least 385°F, and one of the
effects when opening the MSIVs is a steam generator
level swell due to the pressure dropping.
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If RCS pressure were XXX, it would
be correct.
A transient has occurred on Unit One causing the following plant conditions:




Drywell pressure 12 psig
Reactor water level 65 inches
Reactor pressure 360 psig

Which one of the following choices completes the statement below?
Core Spray A Inboard Injection Valve (E21‐FOO5A) is __(1)__ , and Mm Flow Bypass Valve (E21‐FO3IA) is ___(2)___
A.

(1) open
(2) open

B.

(1) open
(2) closed

C.

(1) closed
(2) open

D.

(1) closed
(2) closed

Answer: A

Explanation: Initiation signal present due to low RPV pressure and high
DW pressure. Injection valves are open <410 psig, but RPV press is above
300 psig, the shutoff head of the pump; therefore the pump will be
running on min flow.
Distractor Analysis:
Choice A: Correct Answer, see explanation
Choice B: Plausible because if reactor pressure was below 300 psig, Core
Spray would be injecting (discharge pressure greater than shutoff head)
and the minimum flow valve would be closed.
Choice C: Plausible because if reactor pressure was above 410 psig, the
discharge valve F005A would be closed and the minimum flow valve
FO31A would be open.
Choice D: Plausible because if an initiation signal was not present, the
injection valve would be closed.

Why is it plausible?
On the other unit, it would be

correct.
Obviously, this is not
applicable to everyone.
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Example
Unit 2 has experienced a large break Loss of Coolant accident with the following
conditions:
• Two (2) Containment fan coolers are operating.
• One Containment Spray pump operating with 2500 gpm flow.
• Containment temperature is 245°F.
• Containment pressure is 22 psig.
• Hydrogen Concentration is 0.5%.
Which of the following MINIMUM actions are necessary to meet the Containment
Temperature
and Pressure control safety function?
A. Start an additional Containment Spray pump and ensure Spray flow is 2550 gpm
or greater.
B. Increase the flow rate on the running Containment Spray pump to 2550 gpm or
greater.
C. Start one additional Containment Cooler.
D. Start two additional Containment Coolers.

Explanation (Optional):
A. Would be correct if Unit 1 question. Unit 1 requires
2550 gpm flow or greater in addition to two Containment
Coolers.
B. Would be correct if Unit 1 question.
C. Would be incorrect for both units.
D. Correct. One CS pump with flow 2700 gpm or greater
and two Containment coolers OR Four Containment
coolers.

It is a setpoint on a similar system.
 The "A" distractor is plausible if the applicant confuses the

setpoints between the upscale alarm and the upscale trip alarm
(80/125 vs 115/125). The second part is correct.

 The ''B" distractor is plausible if the applicant confuses the

setpoints between the upscale alarm and the upscale trip alarm
(80/125 vs 115/125). The second part is plausible if the applicant
thinks that the front panel IRM lights will remain illuminated
and confuses this with the back panel indication.

 The "C" distractor is plausible since the first part is correct and

the second is plausible if the applicant thinks that the front
panel IRM lights will remain illuminated and confuses this with
the back panel indication.
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Why is it plausible?
It would be correct if in a

different procedure (i.e. rapid
shutdown as opposed to a
normal shutdown).
The limit would apply if in a
different procedure.

Why is it plausible?
In general, why would a

applicant choose this answer.

Main Steam System
Unit I

Correct

SOI‐1.O1
Rev. 0042
Page 84 of 90

Appendix C
(Page 1 of 1)
Guidelines for Opening MSIVs

1.0 DISCUSSION
When a MSIV is opened, steam flow transients may include RCS cooldown and
reactivity transient, SG Level swell and Feedwater Isolation, Steam line pressure
drop and Steam line Isolation, and Water/Steam Hammer. To preclude these
adverse effects, the AP across the MSIV must be minimized before opening.
The decision to open MSIV is based on evaluation of current parameters.
2.0 CRITERIA
At least one of the following criteria should be satisfied BEFORE opening an
MSIV:
A. Actual z\P less than 25 psid. This may be read from installed SG Pressures
and downstream header press [1‐M‐4]. If installed, temporary instruments may
be used.
B. Downstream piping “fully warmed”. This may be obtained by comparing
Distractor
computer points T2300 thru T2303 with RCS Temperature [1‐M‐51. Steam line
temp should be within 50°F of RCS Temperature while less than 250°F, within
12°F of RCS Temperature between 250 and 350°F, and within 5°F of RCS
Temperature in mode 2 or 3.
Correct
C. Excessive flow is NOT heard locally through the open MSIV Bypass
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Unit 2 initial conditions:
•Reactor startup in progress
•Control Rod Groups 1‐4 are fully withdrawn
•Control Rod Group 5 is fully inserted
Current conditions:
•A group 2 safety rod drops fully into the core and cannot be moved
•SDM has been determined NOT to be within the limit specified in the COLR
Based on the above conditions:
(1) Is entry into TS 3.1.5, SAFETY ROD POSITION LIMITS, required?
(2) What is the maximum time allowed to initiate boration to restore SDM to
within the limit stated in the COLR?
A. (1) yes
(2) 1 hour
B. (1) yes
(2) 15 minutes
C. (1) no
(2) 1 hour
D (1) no
(2) 15 minutes

A. 1st part is incorrect but plausible because as soon as
Group 5 rod bottom lights are cleared during
withdrawal, the rod withdrawal is stopped and Mode 2
is declared which would make TS 3.1.5 applicable. 2nd
part is incorrect but plausible because this is the time
requirement in TS 3.1.5 which would be applicable
during Modes 1 & 2.
B. 1st part is incorrect but plausible (see A). 2nd part is
correct.
C. 1st part is correct because the plant is still in mode 3
therefore, TS 3.1.5 is not applicable. 2nd part is incorrect
(see A).
D. Correct.

3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
3.1.1 SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM)
LCO 3.1.1

The SDM shall be within the limit specified in the COLR.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 3, 4, and 5.
Correct

ACTIONS
CONDITION
A. SDM not
within limit.

REQ ACTION
A.1 Initiate
boration to
restore SDM to
within limit.

COMP TIME
15 minutes
15 minutes
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3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
3.1.5 Safety Rod Position Limits
LCO 3.1.5
Each safety rod shall be fully withdrawn.
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐NOTE‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
Not required for any safety rod positioned to perform SR 3.1.4.2.
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2.
Distractor
ACTIONS
CONDITION
A. One SAFETY
ROD NOT FULLY
WITHDRAWN

REQ ACTION
A.1 Withdraw the rod
fully.
OR
A.2.1.1 Verify SDM is
within the limit
specified in the COLR
OR
A2.1.2 Initiate boration to
restore SDM to within
limit.

COMP TIME
15 minutes

1 hour
15 minutes
1 hour

Enclosure 4.7
OP/1/A/1102/001
Unit Startup From 532°F/2155 psig
To MODE 1
Page 7 of 19
3.15 IF PT/0/A/0711/001 (ZPPT) is NOT in progress, perform the following:
•Ensure SEQUENCE is selected on Diamond. (R.M.)
•Ensure "LO SET" selected for NI Recorder per OP/0/A/1108/001 (Curves and
General Information).
3.16 Begin withdrawing Regulating CRDs per OP/1/A/1105/019 (Control Rod Drive
System). (R.M.)
3.17 WHEN Group 5 rods are off IN LIMIT, stop Group 5 rod withdrawal.
3.18 Perform the following:
•Ensure MODE 2 selected on OAC.
•Ensure MODE 2 selected for Unit 1 in TSAIL.
•Announce on Plant Page "Unit 1 has entered MODE 2".
•Notify Assistant Outage Manager of Unit 1 entry into MODE 2.
________________________ _____/_____
Person Notified Date Time

Why is
it SRO
Only?
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ANY QUESTIONS??
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Checklist
 12. Are the answer options homogeneous

and highly plausible? Are common
misconceptions used as distractors? Is the
question free of trivial distractors?
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3. Check the appropriate box if a psychometric
flaw is identified:
 The distractors are not credible; single
implausible distractors should be repaired,
more than one is unacceptable.

UNSAT

Why are plausibility
statements important?
 It helps identify flaws.
 It helps in developing higher quality

questions.

Poor plausibility
descriptions result in:
 More time spent by us in researching

the questions and answers.
 More time spent by you answering our
questions.
 More $$$$ spent on preparing the
exam.

What makes a good
plausibility statement?
Why is the answer incorrect?
Why would someone think it is

correct?

Example – Good Statement
Given the following Unit 1 conditions:



Both ND pumps are operating in RHR mode.
Cold Leg temperatures are:









Loop 1A:
Loop 1B:
Loop 1C:
Loop 1D:

215.4°F
214.1°F
211.8°F
209.4°F

The 1ND-3 (1A ND Pump Suction From NC Loop B Header Relief) lift setpoint is WITHIN the required range.
The 1ND-38 (1B ND Pump Suction From NC Loop C Header Relief) lift setpoint is OUTSIDE of the required
range.
One PORV (1NC-32B) is INOPERABLE.

Considering only the above conditions, is entry into LCO 3.4.12, (Low Temperature Overpressure) required, and why
or why not?
A.

YES, because only ONE PORV is operable.

B.

NO, because the LCO does not apply for the given Unit conditions.

C.

NO, because Unit conditions satisfy the requirements of the specification.

D.

YES, because only ONE ND suction relief valve lift setpoint is within the required range.

Example – Good Statement
Distractor Analysis
A. Incorrect. Plausible that the LCO is entered with only one PORV operable, since two PORVs is part of
the actual specification. But with one RHR suction relief valve also operable, the LTOP protection is
considered adequate, per the specification.
B. Incorrect. Plausible that the specification does not apply: many plant parameters require a 2 /4
condition to be considered "valid" - here the applicant sees that only ONE Tcold is less than the
temperature of applicability, and thinks that two Tcolds < 210°F are required for the spec. to be applicable.
C. CORRECT. LCO 3.4.12, (LTOP) requires either of the following:
Two PORVs
OR
Two RHR suction relief valves
OR
One RHR suction relief valve AND one PORV
Since one PORV and one RHR suction relief is operable, the requirements of the spec. are met. The
spec. applies in MODE 4 with any RCS cold leg temperature < 210°F.
D. Incorrect. Plausible to think that TWO RHR suction relief valves are required, because both trains of
RHR are in service. But, with one PORV AND one RHR suction relief valve, adequate LTOP protection
exists, per the specification.

Is it incorrect enough?
Typically, appeals are won by a

distractor that isn’t wrong
enough.
There can be a fine line between
an answer being correct and
incorrect.

Why is it incorrect?
Sometimes, the distractor
analysis just doesn’t state why the
answer is incorrect.
We have to research it.
We will bill you for it.

Why is it plausible?
Why are we having this
discussion?
“It’s plausible because…”

Why is it plausible?
If the applicant is confused

about the setpoint, he may
think that this is correct.
Why would he be confused?

Why is it plausible?
If the applicant doesn’t know the

correct answer, they may think that
this is correct.

Really?

Why is it plausible?
It’s the opposite of the correct

answer.
At (another plant), this could be
correct.
If the applicant assumes….. they
may think it’s correct.

Why is it plausible?
If the applicant is not familiar

with the procedure he may
choose this answer.
There is no plausibility
statement.

Why is it plausible?
Good examples:

In mode X, it would be correct
Given the following:
- Unit 1 is in Mode 3 with RCS temperature at 390°F during a plant heatup.
- The MSIV bypass valves are open to warm the Main Steam Lines.
- Differential pressure across the MSIVs is 30 psid.
- The operating crew is planning to open the MSIVs when the steamline
temperature criteria is met.
Which ONE of the following completes the statements below?
The lowest of the listed Steam Line temperatures that will meet the criteria to
open the MSIVs is __(1)__ in accordance with SOI-1.01, "Main Steam System."
When the first MSIV is opened, the affected SG level will tend to __(2)__.

A. (1)379°F (2)shrink
B. (1)379°F (2)swell
C. (1)386°F (2)shrink
D. (1)386°F (2)swell

DISTRACTOR ANALYSIS:
A. Incorrect, Plausible because the steam lines being

required to be a minimum of 12°F less than RCS
temperature would be correct prior to Mode 3 entry
and the steam generator level shrinking would be a
misconception but plausible because additional
inventory is being removed from the steam generator.
B. Incorrect, Plausible because the steam lines being

required to be a maximum of 12°F less than RCS
temperature would be correct prior to Mode 3 entry
and the steam generator level swelling is correct.

C. Incorrect, Plausible because the steam lines being
required to be a minimum of 385°F is correct and the
steam generator level shrinking would be a
misconception but plausible because additional
inventory is being removed from the steam generator.
D. Correct, SOl-1.O1 identifies if using deltaT to
determine when the MSIVs can be opened after entering
Mode 3, then the deltaT between the steam lines and the
RCS must be within 5°F. With RCS at 390 °F the steam
line temperatures must be at least 385°F, and one of the
effects when opening the MSIVs is a steam generator
level swell due to the pressure dropping.

If RCS pressure were XXX, it would
be correct.
A transient has occurred on Unit One causing the following plant conditions:




Drywell pressure 12 psig
Reactor water level 65 inches
Reactor pressure 360 psig

Which one of the following choices completes the statement below?
Core Spray A Inboard Injection Valve (E21-FOO5A) is __(1)__ , and Mm Flow Bypass Valve (E21-FO3IA) is ___(2)___
A.

(1) open
(2) open

B.

(1) open
(2) closed

C.

(1) closed
(2) open

D.

(1) closed
(2) closed

Answer: A

Explanation: Initiation signal present due to low RPV pressure and high
DW pressure. Injection valves are open <410 psig, but RPV press is above
300 psig, the shutoff head of the pump; therefore the pump will be
running on min flow.
Distractor Analysis:
Choice A: Correct Answer, see explanation
Choice B: Plausible because if reactor pressure was below 300 psig, Core
Spray would be injecting (discharge pressure greater than shutoff head)
and the minimum flow valve would be closed.
Choice C: Plausible because if reactor pressure was above 410 psig, the
discharge valve F005A would be closed and the minimum flow valve
FO31A would be open.
Choice D: Plausible because if an initiation signal was not present, the
injection valve would be closed.

Why is it plausible?
On the other unit, it would be

correct.
Obviously, this is not
applicable to everyone.

Example
Unit 2 has experienced a large break Loss of Coolant accident with the following
conditions:

• Two (2) Containment fan coolers are operating.
• One Containment Spray pump operating with 2500 gpm flow.
• Containment temperature is 245°F.
• Containment pressure is 22 psig.
• Hydrogen Concentration is 0.5%.
Which of the following MINIMUM actions are necessary to meet the Containment
Temperature
and Pressure control safety function?

A. Start an additional Containment Spray pump and ensure Spray flow is 2550 gpm
or greater.
B. Increase the flow rate on the running Containment Spray pump to 2550 gpm or
greater.
C. Start one additional Containment Cooler.
D. Start two additional Containment Coolers.

Explanation (Optional):
A. Would be correct if Unit 1 question. Unit 1 requires
2550 gpm flow or greater in addition to two Containment
Coolers.
B. Would be correct if Unit 1 question.
C. Would be incorrect for both units.
D. Correct. One CS pump with flow 2700 gpm or greater
and two Containment coolers OR Four Containment
coolers.

It is a setpoint on a similar system.
 The "A" distractor is plausible if the applicant confuses the

setpoints between the upscale alarm and the upscale trip alarm
(80/125 vs 115/125). The second part is correct.

 The ''B" distractor is plausible if the applicant confuses the

setpoints between the upscale alarm and the upscale trip alarm
(80/125 vs 115/125). The second part is plausible if the applicant
thinks that the front panel IRM lights will remain illuminated
and confuses this with the back panel indication.

 The "C" distractor is plausible since the first part is correct and

the second is plausible if the applicant thinks that the front
panel IRM lights will remain illuminated and confuses this with
the back panel indication.

Why is it plausible?
It would be correct if in a

different procedure (i.e. rapid
shutdown as opposed to a
normal shutdown).
The limit would apply if in a
different procedure.

Why is it plausible?
In general, why would a

applicant choose this answer.

Main Steam System
Unit I

Correct

SOI-1.O1
Rev. 0042
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Appendix C
(Page 1 of 1)
Guidelines for Opening MSIVs

1.0 DISCUSSION
When a MSIV is opened, steam flow transients may include RCS cooldown and
reactivity transient, SG Level swell and Feedwater Isolation, Steam line pressure
drop and Steam line Isolation, and Water/Steam Hammer. To preclude these
adverse effects, the AP across the MSIV must be minimized before opening.
The decision to open MSIV is based on evaluation of current parameters.
2.0 CRITERIA
At least one of the following criteria should be satisfied BEFORE opening an
MSIV:
A. Actual z\P less than 25 psid. This may be read from installed SG Pressures
and downstream header press [1-M-4]. If installed, temporary instruments may
be used.
B. Downstream piping “fully warmed”. This may be obtained by comparing
Distractor
computer points T2300 thru T2303 with RCS Temperature [1-M-51. Steam line
temp should be within 50°F of RCS Temperature while less than 250°F, within
12°F of RCS Temperature between 250 and 350°F, and within 5°F of RCS
Temperature in mode 2 or 3.
Correct
C. Excessive flow is NOT heard locally through the open MSIV Bypass

Unit 2 initial conditions:
•Reactor startup in progress
•Control Rod Groups 1-4 are fully withdrawn
•Control Rod Group 5 is fully inserted
Current conditions:
•A group 2 safety rod drops fully into the core and cannot be moved
•SDM has been determined NOT to be within the limit specified in the COLR
Based on the above conditions:
(1) Is entry into TS 3.1.5, SAFETY ROD POSITION LIMITS, required?
(2) What is the maximum time allowed to initiate boration to restore SDM to
within the limit stated in the COLR?

A. (1) yes
(2) 1 hour
B. (1) yes
(2) 15 minutes
C. (1) no
(2) 1 hour
D (1) no
(2) 15 minutes

A. 1st part is incorrect but plausible because as soon as
Group 5 rod bottom lights are cleared during
withdrawal, the rod withdrawal is stopped and Mode 2
is declared which would make TS 3.1.5 applicable. 2nd
part is incorrect but plausible because this is the time
requirement in TS 3.1.5 which would be applicable
during Modes 1 & 2.
B. 1st part is incorrect but plausible (see A). 2nd part is
correct.
C. 1st part is correct because the plant is still in mode 3
therefore, TS 3.1.5 is not applicable. 2nd part is incorrect
(see A).
D. Correct.

3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
3.1.1 SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM)
LCO 3.1.1

The SDM shall be within the limit specified in the COLR.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 3, 4, and 5.
Correct

ACTIONS
CONDITION
A. SDM not
within limit.

REQ ACTION
A.1 Initiate
boration to
restore SDM to
within limit.

COMP TIME
15 minutes
15 minutes

3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
3.1.5 Safety Rod Position Limits
LCO 3.1.5
Each safety rod shall be fully withdrawn.
----------------------------------------NOTE---------------------------------------Not required for any safety rod positioned to perform SR 3.1.4.2.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2.
Distractor
ACTIONS
CONDITION
A. One SAFETY
ROD NOT FULLY
WITHDRAWN

REQ ACTION
A.1 Withdraw the rod
fully.
OR
A.2.1.1 Verify SDM is
within the limit
specified in the COLR
OR
A2.1.2 Initiate boration to
restore SDM to within
limit.

COMP TIME
15 minutes

1 hour
15 minutes

1 hour

Enclosure 4.7
OP/1/A/1102/001
Unit Startup From 532°F/2155 psig
To MODE 1
Page 7 of 19
3.15 IF PT/0/A/0711/001 (ZPPT) is NOT in progress, perform the following:
•Ensure SEQUENCE is selected on Diamond. (R.M.)
•Ensure "LO SET" selected for NI Recorder per OP/0/A/1108/001 (Curves and
General Information).
3.16 Begin withdrawing Regulating CRDs per OP/1/A/1105/019 (Control Rod Drive
System). (R.M.)
3.17 WHEN Group 5 rods are off IN LIMIT, stop Group 5 rod withdrawal.
3.18 Perform the following:
•Ensure MODE 2 selected on OAC.
•Ensure MODE 2 selected for Unit 1 in TSAIL.
•Announce on Plant Page "Unit 1 has entered MODE 2".
•Notify Assistant Outage Manager of Unit 1 entry into MODE 2.
________________________ _____/_____
Person Notified Date Time

Why is
it SRO
Only?

ANY QUESTIONS??

07/15/2013

Anatomy of an NRC
Exam
2013 Exam Writers’ Conference
Amanda Toth

What This Presentation Will Cover
 Facility licensees and NRC staff
should use Form ES-201-1,
“Examination Preparation
Checklist,” to track the examination
preparations.
 As noted on the form, the target
due dates can be adjusted as
necessary to accommodate a given
situation.
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Freezing Procedures
 ES-201 C.1.e (page 3 of 28)
 The facility contact shall submit the required reference materials,
examination outlines, and examinations, as applicable, based on the level
of facility participation.
 For the purposes of operator training and examination, the facility licensee
may "freeze" the plant procedures at a particular revision in order to
facilitate examination development. The facility licensee shall discuss this
option with the NRC chief examiner in advance and refer to Attachment 2
for additional guidance on procedure freezes.

The 120-day phone call
 ES 201 C.2.c
 The NRC regional office
shall normally issue a
letter confirming the
arrangements no later
than 120 days before the
examination begins. The
letter should be addressed
to the person at the
highest level of corporate
management who is
responsible for plant
operations (e.g., Vice
President of Nuclear
Operations).

Timeline
120-day
letter

120 days
(~4 months)

prior to
exam

Exam

90 days

60 days

30 days

(~3 months)

(~2 months)

(~1 month)

prior to
exam

prior to
exam

prior to
exam

First day
of op test
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In General:
Submitting Items to the NRC
 ES 201 C.1.g
 An authorized representative of the facility licensee must approve the exam
outlines and the proposed examinations before they are submitted to the NRC
regional office.
 The outlines and exams should include a cover letter signed by the facility
representative.

 ES 201 C.1.h.
 When submitting an exam, the facility must provide:
 The source of each item.
 For modified items, note changes made or submit a copy of the original item.

 ES 201 C.1.l
 Submit license applications IAW ES-202 along with a letter requesting that
licensing examinations be administered.

~6 months prior to NRC Exam
 Written Exam Sample Plan (ES 401 C.1.a, D.1.e)
 Region II provides the Written Exam Sample plan to the
facility
 Typically a request is received ~6 months in advance, but
we provide the Sample Plans on demand (need a few
weeks of turn around)

~75 days prior to NRC Exam
 Operating Test Outlines (ES
301: C.1.a, C.1.b, D.3.g,
D.4.c, D.5.e)
 Proposed outlines and any
reference material needed for
their review
 Must be received by the date
agreed upon with the NRC
regional office, normally
approximately 75 days before
the scheduled examination
date.
 Admin JPMs: ES 301-1 for each
applicant level
 Control Room JPMs: ES 301-2
for each applicant level
 Simulator Scenarios: ES D-1s
for each scenario. Also complete
Form ES 301-5.
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~75 days prior to NRC Exam
 Other Items to Submit
 ES-201-2, “Exam Outline Quality Checklist Form”
 ES-201-3, “Examination Security Agreement”

Timeline

Op Test
Outlines:
ES 201-2
ES 201-3
ES 301-1
ES 301-2
ES D-1
ES 301-5

120-day
letter

120 days
(~4 months)

prior to
exam

Exam

90 days

60 days

30 days

(~3 months)

(~2 months)

(~1 month)

prior to
exam

prior to
exam

prior to
exam

First day
of op test

~70 days prior to NRC Exam
 NRC will review the Operating Test outlines and provide feedback
NRC
comment
120-day
letter

120 days
(~4 months)

prior to
exam

Op Test
Outlines

Exam

90 days

60 days

30 days

(~3 months)

(~2 months)

(~1 month)

prior to
exam

prior to
exam

prior to
exam

First day
of op test
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~45 days prior to NRC Exam
Draft Exams Due
 Operating Test (ES 301 C.1.c, D.3.h,
D.4.d, D.5.d)
 The facility will prepare the draft operating
exam, taking NRC comments from the
Outline submittal into account.
 Re-submit the JPM outlines (ES-301-1
and ES-301-2), including any changes,
along with complete copies of all JPMs
and JPM answer keys
 Re-submit the Scenario outlines (ES-D-1),
including any changes, along with a
complete operator action form (ES-D-2)
for each event.
 Submit an updated ES-301-5.

~45 days prior to NRC Exam
Draft Exams Due
 Written Exam
 The facility will prepare the draft
written exam (unless the exam is
NRC-authored), taking any NRC
pre-submittal comments into
account.
 Include information on Form ES
401-5, “Sample Written Exam
Question Worksheet” for each
proposed question.

~45 days prior to NRC Exam
Draft Exams Due
 Quality Reviews (ES 301: D.3.i,
D.4.e, E.1; ES 401: D.3, E.1)
 Review the quality of the Operating
Test using Forms ES 301-3,
“Operating Test Quality Checklist” and
ES 301-4, “Simulator Scenario Quality
Checklist.”
 Review the quality of the Written
Exam using Form ES 401-6, “Written
Exam Quality Checklist.”
 Review the quality of the entire draft
exam using ES 201-2, “Examination
Outline Quality Checklist.”
 Facility supervisory review is required
prior to submittal.
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~45 days prior to NRC Exam
 Other items to submit
 Include any updates to ES 201-3
NRC
comment
120-day
letter

120 days
(~4 months)

prior to
exam

Op Test
Outlines

Draft Exams:
ES 201-2, 3
ES 301-3, 4, 5, 6
ES 401-5, 6
ES D-1, D-2

90 days

60 days

30 days

(~3 months)

(~2 months)

(~1 month)

prior to
exam

prior to
exam

prior to
exam

Exam

First day
of op test

What happens next
 NRC Regional Office
Review
 Comments on draft
operating exam – prior to
prep week
 Comments on draft written
exam – provided on Form
ES 401-9

Timeline
NRC
comment
120-day
letter

120 days
(~4 months)

prior to
exam

Op Test
Outlines

NRC
comment
Draft
Exams

Exam

90 days

60 days

30 days

(~3 months)

(~2 months)

(~1 month)

prior to
exam

prior to
exam

prior to
exam

First day
of op test
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What happens next
 Exam Prep Week (ES 301 C.1.d, C.1.e, E.2.b, E.2.e)
 Typically occurs 2-3 weeks prior to the Operating Test

 Written Exam In-office Review (ES 401 C.1.d, E.2.e)
 Can also occur over the phone or at the facility
 Generally the week before or the week after prep week

Timeline
NRC
comment
120-day
letter

120 days
(~4 months)

prior to
exam

Op Test
Outlines

NRC
comment
Draft
Exams

Prep Week,
Written Exam
Review

90 days

60 days

30 days

(~3 months)

(~2 months)

(~1 month)

prior to
exam

prior to
exam

prior to
exam

Exam

First day
of op test

Between Prep Week and the Exam
 The facility will make all agreed-upon changes to the operating test and
the written exam.
 The Chief Examiner will ensure all agreed-upon changes are
incorporated.

The NRC retains final authority to approve the written
exam and operating tests.
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Preliminary License Applications
 ES 201 C.2.g
 The NRC will review preliminary license applications IAW ES
202. Preliminary applications are due ~30 days before the
examination date.
 At the same time, the NRC will evaluate any waiver requests in
accordance with ES-204.
120-day
letter

Draft
Exams

Op Test
Outlines

Prelim Apps
NRC
comment

NRC
comment

Exam

Prep Week
Written Exam Review

90 days

60 days

30 days

(~3 months)

(~2 months)

(~1 month)

prior to
exam

prior to
exam

prior to
exam

First day
of op test

Final Items Prior to Op Test
 ES 201 C.2.i
 The responsible NRC
supervisor approves the
exams for administration
 Related forms
 Form ES-301-3 – Operating Test
Quality Checklist
 Form ES-401-6 – Written Exam
Quality Checklist

 Exam approval letter is issued
(for written exam)
 List of applicants (ES-201-4) is
generated

Timeline
120-day
letter

Final Apps
Form ES 301-3
Form ES 401-6
Exam Approval Letter
List of Applicants
Draft
Exams

Op Test
Outlines
NRC
comment

Prelim Apps
NRC
comment

Exam

Prep Week,
Written Exam
Review

90 days

60 days

30 days

(~3 months)

(~2 months)

(~1 month)

prior to
exam

prior to
exam

prior to
exam

First day
of op test
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Post Exam Activities
 ES 501 B
 The goal of the NRR operator licensing program office is to complete
licensing or denial actions within 30 days after the facility licensee submits
the graded examinations or its formal written examination comments to the
NRC. The NRC and facility licensee staffs should establish their priorities
and schedules to achieve this goal.

5 Days After the Written Exam
 Submit the following to the NRC after the Written Exam:
 Each applicant’s original answer and examination cover sheets plus a clean copy
of each applicant’s answer sheet
 Master exams and answer keys (with any required annotations)
 Questions asked by and answers given during the written examination
 Post exam comments – includes applicants comments, as well as any
recommended substantive changes based on any grading analysis
 Seating chart
 A completed Form ES-403-1, “Written Examination Grading Quality Checklist”
 The original Form ES-201-3, “Examination Security Agreement,” with a pre- and
post-examination signatures

What the NRC Does, Post-Exam
 The NRC Regional Office will grade the exams IAW ES 303 and ES 403.
 Borderline exams are graded in detail (78-82% overall, 66-74% on SRO-only).
 Regional office completes the Written Exam Grading Form (ES-403-1) and an Individual Exam
Report (ES-303-1) for each applicant.
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What the NRC Does, Post-Exam
 Exam results are recorded on the Power Plant Examination Results Summary (ES-501-2).
 The responsible supervisor reviews the results, determines whether a license will be issued or
denied, and signs the ES-403-1 and the ES-303-1.
 The OLA will then prepare a license, denial, or notification letter for each applicant.
 Notification letters are sent in the event waiver requirements need to be met, or when the exam is
borderline (license held pending any exam appeals).

What the NRC Does, Post-Exam
 Facility is generally notified via phone of the exam results and license
numbers.
 ES-501-2 is mailed to the facility.
 Each applicant is sent a license, denial, or notification letter, along with their
ES-303-1, the as-run ES-D-1 and their written exam cover and answer
sheets.
 A license denial package will also include an ES-D-2 and a master copy of the
written exam and answer key.

What the NRC Does, Post-Exam
 The Regional office prepares the Exam Report:
 The exam report documents:
The quality of the exam submission (SAT or UNSAT)
Any delays in administering the examination (and the reason)
Any extensions of the written examination time
Exam results, including any significant grading deficiencies (for facility graded
exams)
 An overview of the exam security measures
 Any other issues or findings discussed at the exit meeting
 The report will also include (or reference):










A copy of the final written exam and answer key, including any changes
Post Exam Comments and resolutions
NRC explanation for accepting or rejecting each facility recommendation
a simulator fidelity report
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Post Exam Activities
Exam Results +
20 Days:
Deadline for
Appeals
+5 days:
Post-Exam
Comments

Written
Exam

PEC+30 days:
Exam Results
Summary

+15 days

+30 days

PEC+45 days:
Exam Report

+45 days

+60 days

Related Presentations
 Operating Test Development: Mike Donithan and Gerry Laska
 Exam Validation: Newton Lacy and Rick Baldwin
 Sample Plan Development and KA Matching: Michael Meeks
 Plausibility: David Lanyi and Ken Schaaf
 SRO-Only Guidance: Bruno Caballero

Questions?

11

120 days
(~4 months)

120‐day letter

prior to exam
Op Test Outlines: ES 201‐2
ES 201‐3 ES 301‐1
ES 301‐2
ES D‐1
ES 301‐5

90 days
(~3 months)

prior to exam

60 days

NRC comment

(~2 months)

prior to exam

30 days

NRC comment

(~1 month) prior

to exam

Draft Exams:
ES 201‐2, 3
ES 301‐3, 4, 5, 6
ES 401‐5, 6
ES D‐1, D‐2
Prelim Apps

Prep Week,
Written Exam Review

First day of
op test

Final Apps
Form ES 301‐3
Form ES 401‐6
Exam Approval Letter
List of Applicants

Exam
Written
Exam
+5 days: Post‐Exam Comments

+15 days

+30 days
PEC+30 days: Exam Results Summary

+45 days
PEC+45 days: Exam Report
Exam Results + 20 Days: Deadline for Appeals
+60 days

NRC
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Integrated examination ontline(s) doe, iecindinn Farms ES-201-2, ES-20t-3,
ES-301-1, ES-3n1-2, ES-301-5, ea-D-t’n. ES-401-1/2, ES-401-3, and
ES-4n1-4, as applicable (C.I.a and f; C.3.d)

3.

4.
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b.

10.

11. Examination apymoed by NRC sapemissr for facility licensee review

-120
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)-gOJ

{-75)

(-70)

(-45)

-30

-14

-14
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-7
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-7
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Target dales am generally based on facilily-propared eoawisafi000 and are koyed to the enamioalios date
ideetised in the corporate notification letter. They are for planning porposes aod may be ad)asled on a case-bycave basis is coordination wifh the facility licensee.
(Applies only) (Does not apply) lx eoamioahoev prepared by the NRC.

Frocfodnglwritteo exam admieisfratixe gaidelires reviewed
with facility licensee )C.3 k)

14. Final applications reviewed; 1 or 2 (it vto( applicalixrrs aadited to cvnfirm
qoalificaboss I eligibility; and examination approval and waiver leeern sect
(C.2.i; Attachment 5; ES-303, C.2 e; E5-204)

-7

)C.2.i; C.3.h(

12. Examinations reviewed with facility licessee (Cl.j; C.2.f aed h; C.3 g)

-14

)C.2.h; C.3.

ES-202)

Final license applications dae aed Farm ES-201-d prepared )C.1.l, C 2.i;

Prelimieary license applications (NRC Farm 3bb’s) dae (Cli; C.2.g;
ES-202)

Proposed examinations (ixclodieg wrltee, walk-lhroagh JFMs, and
scenarios, an applicable), sopportieg docamentaline )ieclndisg Forms
ES-301-3, ES-301-4, E0-301-5, Es-3g1-e, and ES-40t-e, and any Farm
ES-201-3 apdales), and reference materials doe (C.I.a. f, g and h; C.3.d)

licensee )C.2.h; C.3.e))

Exawisalios natlisa(s) mviewed by NRC and feedback provided ta facility

Facility contact briefed on secority and other reqairements (C.2.c)

NRC examiners and facility contact assigned (C.1.d, C.2.e)

2.

NRC

-120

E

____________

Form ES-201-1

Date of Ecaminafion;
Facility

Tank Description (Reference)

E

Ewaminatien administration date confirmed (CIa; C.2 a and b)

Facility

1.

-

Examination Preparation Checklist

-iflO

Target
Date

Developed by: Written

Facility;

ES-201

__________________________________

Tech Descripbos
Verily that the oadise(s) eltsl me appropriate modal, ie aooordaeoe oath ho-dot

Acsese whether the )cstnsataes for deselecled or rejected KIA stalemeeth are appropriate.

Verily that the systems walk-throogh oothse meath the oriteda spaciOad Os Form hO-30f-2:
(I) the ooaee)s) ooetais)s) the reqoired vamber of coeOol room and in-plant tesks
disthbatad among the safety toectoes as specited on the form
121 nash repeetos hom the last two NRC eeamieotoes is mis In the iimth spacified Os the form
(3) no tasks are dopicated hom the applioaela’ aodit testis)
)d) the somber of new or madged tasks macthor cocoons the rrrieierortw speciled on the low
lv) the somber of altercate path, tow-power, emergency, asd RCA tasks meet the criteria
Os the form

—

—

—

ES-201,
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—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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—

—

—

—

—
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leibals

Form ES-201-2

C ledapasdent NRC reviewer initial ilews is Calows o*; chief aaami ncr ooemrrence reqoired.
Not applicable for NRC-prepared eoawisaOoe aatliaas

Prietad Namelaigealore

Assess whether the anew Es the appropriate job level )R0 or aRo)

a. Check the enthe eoaw for balasne of coverage.

d. Check for doplinatios and overlap amosg eeaw sectoes.

a. Eesore that KIA impantasra rabags )eooopt 1w ptast-spaofc peosOas( are at leost 2.0.

a. Assess whether plant-specie a prioribas (isolodieg PRA aed IPE iesighth) are nonered
ie the appropriate eoam seasons.
b. Assess whether the tO CFR 55.dt 143 end 55.45 sawylieg is appropriate.

b. Vesty that the admieisoaboe oothve meeth the obania speoleed as mm Ea-30t -t:
It) the tasks are dovibated amorg the topics as syedtad or the form
(2) of least ore lash is saw or sigsifcaeOy modified
(3) Sn more thae ove lash is repeated how the lest twa NRC Ii sessieg eeaanieaboas
c. Determiee it th era are eeaogh anarast axtises to test the projected nomber and she
at applcasts esd aesare that So items are doplrceted 00 sabseqoenl days.

a

Assess whether there are esoogh vreeario seth bed sparesl to test the proiected somber
and wie of appliaaets is accordance with the enpected crew oowposieos and rotabor sohedole
aithoat compromising exam integrity, asd encore that cock apyliroet can be tested osieg
at least one new or sigsitoaeey modiled ssaeario, that Se scenarios are doplicated
how the applicaeth’ aodil test(s), aed that soasarios will not be repeated on sabvaqoeet days.
o. To the eatoet possible, assem whether the oothee(st oonform)s) with the qoalitaboe
ard qaaeytatve ontario specifed on Form ha-30t-d asd desoribed is Appendix 0.

b

a. Using Form Ea-30t-5, oerify thor the proposed sceeaeo sea 000cr the reqcired somber
of oormai eooloboes, ieslaomeel asd oomyoeest tailares, techeirel specitcehons.
and weior Eennievth.

d

-

Date otbaamisabov:

Examination Outline Quality Checklist

b. Aasess whether the ooOiee was sysremaboolty aed rasdomly prepared in acomdasce with
aeceos 0.1 of ha-40t and whether all KJA categories are appropriately sampled.
c. Aaoess whether the aaoiea ooer-emphesires aen systems, eoolalioss, or eeeeric topics.

a

Aathor
Facility Reaiewer
NRC Chief hoawiser )C)
NRC sspewisor
Note:

a.
b
a.
d.

A
l.

N

4.

W
y
7

3.

L
A
T
0
R

a

2.

R
I

m

t

acm

Faciiity

ES-201

Pre.Eeamieatlee

Examination SecorityAgraemeet
Form Es-Dot-S

Fest-Eeamieatiee

12
13
14
15
NOTES

td

PRINTED NAME

JOB TITLE t REEPONSIOILITY

ES-201, Page 27 n128

SIGNATURE (5)
DATE

SIGNATURE (2)
DATE NOTE

Ta the best ot my kvawtedge. t did net divulge to any eneutheraed persons any rntormetiee concerning the NRC licensing evaminabons administered
during the weak(s) at
From the dote that lavtnred intc this secunty agreement anti) the cemplehon et enominahen administtatisv, I did net
instrect, ecaluate, or precide pettarmance teedbenh to these eppticanth who were edwmnistered these licensing examinations, except as specrhcatly noted
below end avthnriced by the NRC

2.

acknowledge that I have acquired spevialeed treowlodga about the NRC kceosmg exameatwss scheduted tar the week(s) at
as at the date
ot mysignature I agree thet t ml not keewtvgly diecige any intarwaban about thnse ecerninahecs to any persons who have not been aethoriced by the
NRC chic) examiner I understand that tam net to iestwct, evaluate, or provide pettatmance teedbach to thme applicants sehedaled to be administered
these Ineesing evaminebons ham this date ontil completion at ecaminaUen adwieistretien, except as speciocalty noted below and euthorSed by the NRC
e.g extgasasimxtatar booth operator or eewmunieatnr is acceptable it the indraidoal aces not select the training content or provide direct or rndireot
teedback) Fudhermore, I am aware ot the physical security nneasurea and requirements (as docunrentad ie the tacility libensee’s prosedares) and
uederetaed tNat violabon otthe canddiens et this agreemart map retaft in cancellation otthe exemicosons andter ae entercement action against meet
the tasrlitg ticensee. twill immediatety report to tacring management or the NRC chiet enemicer any indicahans at suggeshocs that anemrnabensecudty
map have been cvmpromised.

1.

E5-201

_____________________
___________________
_____________________
__________

or

W

SRO

or
examination is to

(RO, SRO-l,

RD

Written

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY

the

ES-201, Page 28 of 28

—

to indicate whether each portion of

PR! VACY ACT INFORMATION

or waived.

exam level

Level

No.

the

Exam

Docket

Form ES-201-4

Stm.

SRO-U) and an
be administered

Sys.

Operating Test

Adm.

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY

Operating Test Dates:

For each approved applicant, enter

X”

—

Written Examination Date:

PR! VACYACTINFORMA TION

Applicant Name

Instructions:

Facility:

ES-201

RO

D

Type
Code*

SRO

Form ES-301-1

Describe activity to be performed

Date of Examination:
Operating Test Number:

Administrative Topics Outline

*

Type Codes & Criteria

ES-301, Page 220127

(C(ontrol room, (S)irriulator, or Class(R)oom
(D)irect from bank ( 3 for ROO; 4 for SROx & RO retakes)
(N)ew or (M)odified from bank (a 1)
(P)revious 2 exams ( 1; randomly selected)

NOTE: All items (5 total) are required for SROs. RO applicants require only 4 items unless they are
retaking only the administrative topics, when all 5 are required.

Emergency Procedures/Plan

Radiation Control

Equipment Control

Conduct of Operations

Conduct of Operations

Administrative Topic
(see Note)

Facility:
Examination Level:

ES-301

E
SRO-l

j SRO-U

Date of Examination:
Operating Test No.:

Control Roomlln-Plant Systems Outline

Type Code*

Safety
Function

Form ES-301-2

Type Codes

overlap thase tested in the control mum.

ES-301, Page 23 of 27

-

-

9/s 8/s 4
1 / 1 / 1
/
I xl (control rosm systern(
a I / a 1 /a I
2/ a 2/a 1
s 3 / 3 I 2 (rasdsmly selected(
a 1/al/al

4-8 / 4-6 / 2-3

Cntena tsr RO / SRO-l / SRO-U

All RO asd SRO-l control room (and in-plant( systems must be different end serve different safety
functions; all 5 SRO-U systems must serve differest safety functions; in-plant systems end functions may

(A)ltemate path
(C(ontrol room
(D(irect from bank
(E)mergency or abnormal in-plant
(EN)gineered safety feature
(L)ow-Power / Shutdswn
(N(ew or (M(oditied from bank including 1 (A(
(P)revious 2 esams
(R)CA
(S)imulator

@

In-Plant Systema© (3 for RO); (3 for SRO-l); (3 or 2 for SRO-U)

e.

d.

C

a.

System / JPM Title

Control Room Systems (8 for RO): (7 for SRO-l); (2 or 3 for SRO-U, including 1 ESF(

Facility:
Exam Level: ff0

ES-301

Ocedap with the written ecaminatice and betmeec different parts at the eyerahng test is withie
acceptable limits.

It appeam that the operating test will diftereebale betmeee competent and tess-than-comyetent
applicants at the designated license cccl.

d.

e.

ft

Printed Name I Signature

ES-301,
Page

24
of

27

The facility cignatcmn is not applicable for NRC-developed tests.
Independent NRC reuinwnr initel items in Cclcmn c; chief neeminnr concumence required.

NRC Scpemiscr

d.

NOTE:

Fadlily Revinwerii

NRC Chief Eneminer i#i

b.

c.

Author

a.

The associated simulator eperubeg tests (scenario sets) have been reviewed in accordance with
Form ES-30t-d and a copy is attached.

—

3. athcattwr Criteria

Ensure that any chasges hem the yredously approced nystenm end administrutnn walk-through
cutiines )Forrnn ES-3Ef-t end 2i have not caused the test to deviate from any at the acceptance
criteria (e.g., 4cm disbibuhon, bank use, rnpntiticn from thn last 2 NRC neaminetions) specited
on those terms and Form P0-201-2.

b.

—

—

—

—

each JPM includes the following, as applicable:
inibet uosdhons
initiating cues
•
reterences end tools, including ansodated procedures
•
reasonable and calidcted time limits (overage time allowed tar comptnbcn( end spedtc
denignetice it deemed to be timn-cdticat by the fecility liceesee
operationally important spedtc pertormence criteria that include:
detailed nopected actions with coccI criteria aed nomendetnre
system response end other eeumicnr cans
statements desmibieg imyodant obsnmatcns to be made by the applicant
criteria tar scccesshrl cemplnbon at the task
identitcatien of mdicnl steps end their essodated pnrformencn standards
reshictices on the nnquencn at steps, it applicable

a.

—

The operating test shall not dcptcute items how the applicants’ audit testis). (see Section D.t.a.i

c,

2, Walh-Thmagh Criteria

There is no day-to-day repetition between this end other operabeg tests to be administered
daring this noamieebcn.

b.

Datn

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

a

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

b

lethal’

—

--

—

--

—

—

—

—

—

c/P

Form ES-301-3

Operate “est Number:

The operatieg test conforms with the previoasiy approved oayine; changes are cnesistent with
namplieg requirements (e.g., 10 CFR 55.45, operational importance, safety taectice dinsfbctioe(.

4. Geenral Criteria

Dale at taamieatioe:

Operating Teat Quality Checklist

a.

Facility:

ES-301

Scnnerio Numbem:

I

Each event dnscripnac cessis of
the point in the scenario csdrnn it is to be initiated
•
the mulhmnctionisi that am entered to initiate the nuent
the symptomsfcces that will be visible to the crnw
the nepected operator actions (by shift position)
the noent termination point (if aypticeblef

3

Snqunndng end timing of eunots is reasonable, and allows the enaminutien team to obtain
complete ecelcahon resuth commensurate with the scenario objectives.
If timn compression techniques em used, thn scenerie summary clearly so indicates.
Dpnrulom have sufficient time to carey out nopectnd activities without cndue time conshuints.
Cons are givnn.

ti.
7.

ES-301,

Page

Critical tasks (2—3)

7.

25

of

27

POPs nnfnrndlrnquiring substantive actions (4—2)

5.

POP contingnndns requiring substantive ectons (0—2)

Major trunsinots (t—2(

4.

P.

/

/

/

/

/

/

Malfunctions after POP nntry (1—2)

f

f

f

/

f

/

/

f

Actual Alt/bates

Ahnormnl events (2—4)

Total mulhrncbens (0—gi

Tuned Oaunttiagive Amribates (Per Sceearie; Oee Secgice D.ti.d(

3.

2.

1.

The level of diftmrlty is uyyrnpriatn In supped licensing dednions for each crew position.

I 3.

411 individual operator comyntnncies can bn noeluated, en vndted csing Form P5-304-it
(submit thn form along with the simulator scenarios).

ft.

Path applicant will be sigcitcanty involved in the minimum ncmbnr of tnunsinnts and events
syecitnd on Form ES-30t-5 (submit the form with the simulator scenarios).

Every opnrator will he eoaluutnd using at least one newer signitcantly moditnd scenario.
411 othnr scenarios have been atternd in accordance with Oncton 0.5 of ES-30f.

ttt.

12.

The scnnerics have benn validated. Pumuact to tO CFR 55.4t(d(, any open simulator
performance dnfciencins or deviations from the referenced ylent hove been noalueted
to nesurn that functional fdelity is maintained while running the ptannnd scenarios.

5.

Thn simulator modeling is eat altered.

The enents are valid with regard to physics end thermodynamics.

5.

g,

Form

.

=

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

a

—

Operating Tnnt No.:

No more than one ncn-mnchanisfic failure (e.g., pipe breah( is incorporated into the scnnerio
without a credible preceding inddent such us a snismic event

The scenarios ccnsint mvsty of rnlutnd events.

4.

I

The initial conditions are realistic, iv that some nqciymnnt and/cr inshumeotalve maybe oct
of nemice, butt does cut ccc the cyeratom into eepncted events.

QUALITA’flVEATTRIBIITES

Detn of Eeam:

Simulator Scenario Quality Checklist

2.

1.

Facility:

ES-301

=

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

=

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

b

Initials

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

c/P

—

ES-301 -4

T

E
V
2
N
T
---

--

--

---

—

L

0

TS

2
2

ES-301, Page 26 of 27

Whenever practical, both instrument and component malfunctions sflsutd be included; only those
that require verifable actions that provde insight to the applicants competence count toward the minimum

3.

2

2

Reactivity manipulations may be condscted under normal or controlled ubnormal conditions (refer to
Section D.5.d) but must be significant per Section C.2.a of Appendix D. (*) Reactivity and normal
evotutisns may be replaced with additional instrument or component malfunctions on a i-for-i basis.

2

4

iL

10

2

2.

0

4

0

Check the appticunt level and enter the operating test somber and Foss ES-ct-i event numbers for each
event type; TS are not appticuble for RO appticunts. ROs most serve in both the at-the-contruts (ATC)”
and balancn-of-ptant (BOP)” positions; Instant SRO5 most serve in both the SRO and the ATC positions,
including at least two instrument or cumponent (tIC) malfunctions and one major transient, in the ATC
position. If an tnstant SRO additionally nerves in the BOP position, one I/C matfunctisn cun be credited
toward the two I/C malfunctions required tsr the ATC position.

EEZEZEEZE

4

221

4

2

2

10

2

4

1.

lflstrsctior,s:

TS

tiC

LI

alto-u

RX

TS

RO

LI
O-U

EZZZEZZZZE
tiC

RX

221

RO

4

MAJ

ilL

LI

2

10

2

2

0

EEZEZEEZE
iic

0

4

1

u

M

M
I

RX

TS

4

g

--

T

—

tIC

--

CREW
POSITION

4

Operating Test No.:

1

g

-

CREW
POSITION

3

Scenarios

Form ES-301-5

RX

g

--

CREW
POSITION

CREW
POSITION

--

2

1

Date of Exam:

Transient and Event Checklist

RO

LI

SRO-U

L1

RO

IIHIi

A
P
P
L
I
C
A

Facilj:

ES-301

R

Fail

Waive

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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—

Supervisor’s Signature

License Recommendation

Pass

Examiner Recommendations

Date Administered

Signature

Applicant Grade (%)

Applicant Points

RO/SRO/Total Exam Points

Operating Test Summary

PRIVACY ACT INFORMATION

Deny License

Issue License

Final Recommendation

Operating Test

Written Examination

Check Blocks

Simulator Operating Test

Administrative Topics

Walk-Through (Overall)

Administered by

Date Administered

NRC Grader/Reviewer

Factitty
DescrIption

Facility Name

Docket Number 55-

Written Examination Summary

Reactor Operator
Senior Reactor Operator (5RO) Instant
SRO Upgrade
SRO Limited to Fuel Handling

Examination Type (Initial or Retake)

NRC Author/Reviewer

I

—

Individual Examination Report
PRIVACY ACT INFORMATION
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Individual Examination Report

Applicant’s Name

ES-303

—

—

—

I_

Date

Date

/_

/_ /_

I_/

PWR

Hot
Cold
BWR

Form ES-303-1

2
PRIVACY ACT INFORMATION

tdystems

h.

g.

C.

d.

c.

b.

a.

Systems

e.

d.

c.

b.

a.

—

—

—

—

Page of

Form ES-303-1

Comment Page
Number

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY

Evaluation
(SorU)

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY

ES-303, Page 11 of 19

PRIVACY ACT INFORMATION

In-Plant

Control Room

Administrative Topics

Walk-Through Grading Details

Applicant Docket Number: 55-

ES-303

lNote:

RF
Weights

RF
Scores

RF
Grades

Comment
Page No.

—

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY

ES-303, Page 12 of 19

PRIVACY ACT INFORMATION

Enter RF Weights (nominal, adiasted, or s if not observed (N/Go, RF Scores /1 2, 3, or N/O(,
and RF Grades from Form ES-303-3 and sum to obtain Competency Grades.l

4. Communications
a. Provide Information
b. Receive Information
c. Carry Out Instructions

3. Control Board Operations
a. Locate & Manipulate
b. Understanding
c. Manual Control

2. Procedures/Tech Specs
a. Reference
b. Procedure Compliance
C. TechSpecEntry

1. Interpretation/Diagnosis
a. Recognize & Verify Status
b. Interpret & Diagnose
Conditions
c. Prioritize Response

Competencies/
Rating Factors (RFs)

Page of

Form ES-303-1

Comp.
Grades

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY

Reactor Operator Simulator Operating Test Grading Details

—

3.a

PRIVACY ACT INFORMATION

Applicant Docket Number: 55-

ES-303

I

RO

Last NRC Exam

New

Modified Bank #

Bank 4
(Note changes or

(As available)

attach
parent)

SRO

Form ES-401-5

Comments:

10 CFR Part 55 Content:

Ouestion Cognitive Level:

55.43

55.41

ES-401,
Page

28
of

33

Comprehension or Analysis

Memory or Fundamental Knowledge

(Optional: Ooestions validated at the faciti4r since 10/05 will generally on demo less rigorous review by the NRC:
faitwe tn preside the infnrmatinn will necessitate a detailed review of every quenbon./

Oueation History:

Oueation Source:

Learning Objective:

Proposed referencea to be provided to applicants during examination:

(including veraion/reviaion number)

(Attach if not previoualy provided)

Technical Reference(a):

Explanation (Optional):

Propoaed Anawer:

Propoaed Oueation:

4

Importance Rating

K/A

Group#

Tier #

Level

Queation Workaheet

Sample Written Examination

Examination Outline Croaa-Reference:

55-401

___________________________
________
_____________
_____________
____________________

eetweer 55 and 60 percent of the qaesbors en the RD
enam are names at the comprehensionl analpsis lend;
the SRD enam map enceed 05 percent it the randomlp
seleded KIA0 nuppoe the higher cognibve tends; enter
the_actual_RD_I_SRD_quentan_dissihcbnnlsl_at_right.
Reterencesdraedouts prowded do not gine awap answem
or aid in the elirninogon ot detractors.

P.

g.

Note:

I

Memory

eark

I

56-401,

Page

29

of

33

e Independent NRC reniemer leitiat items in Celamn c; chiet eoaminer coecumence required.

The tadlitp reuiemer’s ieihalnlsignatsre are not applicable tor NRCdeueloped eeaminabens,

Pnnted Name I Signature

The naam contains the required nurrrher at one’poirt, muthple choice hems;
the total is correct and agrees with the oalae on the 000cr sheet.

Dues000 pspchorrrotso qaelity end termat meet the guidelines in ES dppenth e.

Dueseon content coetorms with speatc IDA statements in the presiosstp approned
eeamieaton euthne and is appropriate toe the her to whidr thep are assigned,
deuiabons are iustifed.

a. Author
b. Facfitp Reuiewer Cl
0. NRC Chiet Eoamhrar (I
it. NRC Regional Supemisor

It

t5

9.

sank use meets limits Inn more than 75 percent
hem the bank, at least tO percent new, and the rest
new or moditedl; enter the actoal RD i SRD’onlp
qoeobor_dinbib000nlsl_at_dght.

6.

CIA

oaesbnn dsptcahnn from the linense screeninnlasdit enam was controlled
as indicated below ldrecb the item that apptiasl and appeaw appropriate:
the aadit enam was spstnmnhcallp and randnmlp dnnelnped: or
the audit enam was completed betare the ticense exam was started; or
the enamieahnns were desetoped independenlp; or
the licensee cerbfns that there is no duplication: or
other (eoplninl

5.

New

The sampling proress was random and spntewatc lit mere than 4 RD or 2 SRO questions
were repealed hem the last 2 NRC licensing eeams, cnnsat the NRR DL program etltcel.

4.

Modited

SRO qaesbnes are apprnpdate in accnrdancn ndth scribes o.2.d nt ES-dOt

3.

NRC Kids are reterenced lnr alt questions.
Facility learning nbjecticns are rnterenced en ena,ieble.

ab

Enam

2.

are tedrnically mnnrate and applicable tn the tacility.

exam:

Oaesbnrrs and
answers

Item Den cnipsne

Date nt

Written ExamInation Quality Checkliat

1.

-

Padlity

ES-401

—

—

—

—

—

a

Lend

c

—

—

—

—

—

Date

—

—

h

Initial

ROE SRO E

Form ES-401-6

I

nil
5 Ohs,

n.
n.
Esfrsss)25

ss.ns,, .g..0sg ..sh 57th. 75.5s79 ssss.pO.)

024/h USE/n

‘5757 )fl.,,,d.s,tOst 55(5)4)7., ssq5.t. as.5.

(5.5.55 S.O.s Os) 75405.24 °en2j tO, .dat.,,.’

4.JsbcasanFaM

H° z nossst,,jtt.

5
5
7
8
’2tSSOM5
55

tI02Mj.T24

777,7th. as.i s( t.ssdsdgs (Lot) s7..Ui m,sos,,

LOx
(7.5)

Written Examination Reniem Worksheet

O,s,o, ,,7. dSbssys,n 2 (.7.) p57)275 57,7,57 (sq. doss sppbs.75 Os mk, 575552 .,s’d’sphons 57.5,7,7757 sssOsthU.d
by st.ss,5.

•

tss.dss F,.

)Ossk,$5)sUOsd,ss)577ss

oh
tyssyd
.ds.sssssssss.sssd.s7.s(E5.dO) SaMsO27
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2s(.s.,’sydgs7ns), SItS 55055755 55,5755 )U)sa.5,s7sossy (25555,5 E/d/5 55 74)sss7*75). 7 7,.d 57 (7)2552,)
.7h,75.77,hL. 5, )S)sbslsossy7

Es5.sqs.sbssss,sss

Ch.sS, gs,O’sss

Chssicthpp,ops,s)sbs,Ss(sbsssssst.,ss, sa,7SFnd
•
lbs q,sssS
.ssOS,sk,dOth.(sbs.q,ds,s,s,sssO,,sh.qsssssshsss 55
.
7
saIdbJAbs
s
t
7,s7s
p.75(sss)sss7
515s
a7S)
Th,s,s.Oss,sqs.,.55b,25.is(O,2r)h.I5)ssso,sjO)s,n.Uss.22527p,Ms5,o2,0.j57s72,d2dOb,57ss575s7,s,,.757y).
Th,5,ss005sd
5
p
5
0
9
57&,7.5,sisp
,,sss
5s
stsOs7sss..ks
s,,.OsMSsqs,
a,OJ
5)
S55iss.1s7,5
s550557
h)5
55
b.qs.0U77.qs)’.ssss.Sss)saisssspnsss7sss6nd(sdtssh.)sbssqosssms
T

•

•

Th 0,7, asks 5/750,75 7s5,s 55 ‘527 Sb ps,s0s7ss,s (‘n. .7554/ 72577.7,555 k,7spMSsSSS 7.5Usd. ss 755775550 ssSdIasSstss7.I)57).
Th, sts,ss, d,2,sOsss 670575555(5.5,, 5055. 5p5h
5 255577,75,., ph2
2
h5. sy0s. sO)
5
Th, s7575,,shs,psss,.s ss)Ssbsssfus,.badm.&7s5, asas5,

Fonn ES-4E1-t

•

76,757. 55,’ 57 2454/sty (5.00) s7.sshq.s,bs,’ .sass7 -5 ).,sy- d4Fsit) 25559 ssst. (qs.sbssO is F,, 2-4
“So. s,. asopobi.)
Ch,ds 575 .pp,sr,,S, S Ps pay ,s,77.npSsOis a.,,s0,a

Lob
(724)

Ex-401

Performance on miaxed quextiona checked for training
deficienciea and wording problema; evaluate validity
of quextiona miaxad by half or more of the applicanta

6.

(*)

—

—

—

—

—

a

b

c

—

—

Date

Initiala

ES-403, Page 6 of 6

The facility reviewer’a xignature ix not applicable for examinationa graded by the NRC;

()
two independent NRC reviewa are required.

d. NRC Superviaor

c. NRC Chief Examiner

b. Facility Reviewerr)

()

All other failing examinationa checked to enaura that gradex
are juatified

5.

a. Grader

Grading for all borderhne caaea (80 ±2% overall and 70 or 80,
ax applicable, ±4% on the SRO-only) reviewed in detail

4.

Printed Name/Signature

Form ES-403-1

Exam Level: ROfl SROH

Applicanta’ acorea checked for addition errorx
(revieWera apot check > 25% of examinationa)

Anawer key changea and quextion deletiona juatif led
and documented

Clean anawer aheele copied before grading

Item Deacription

Date of Exam:

Written Examination Grading
Quality Checkliat
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Overall Results
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Anatomy of an NRC
Exam
2013 Exam Writers’ Conference
Amanda Toth

What This Presentation Will Cover
 Facility licensees and NRC staff
should use Form ES-201-1,
“Examination Preparation
Checklist,” to track the examination
preparations.
 As noted on the form, the target
due dates can be adjusted as
necessary to accommodate a given
situation.

Freezing Procedures
 ES-201 C.1.e (page 3 of 28)
 The facility contact shall submit the required reference materials,
examination outlines, and examinations, as applicable, based on the level
of facility participation.
 For the purposes of operator training and examination, the facility licensee
may "freeze" the plant procedures at a particular revision in order to
facilitate examination development. The facility licensee shall discuss this
option with the NRC chief examiner in advance and refer to Attachment 2
for additional guidance on procedure freezes.

The 120-day phone call
 ES 201 C.2.c
 The NRC regional office
shall normally issue a
letter confirming the
arrangements no later
than 120 days before the
examination begins. The
letter should be addressed
to the person at the
highest level of corporate
management who is
responsible for plant
operations (e.g., Vice
President of Nuclear
Operations).

Timeline
120-day
letter

120 days

(~4 months)

prior to
exam

Exam

90 days

(~3 months)

prior to
exam

60 days

(~2 months)

prior to
exam

30 days

(~1 month)

prior to
exam

First day
of op test

In General:
Submitting Items to the NRC
 ES 201 C.1.g
 An authorized representative of the facility licensee must approve the exam
outlines and the proposed examinations before they are submitted to the NRC
regional office.
 The outlines and exams should include a cover letter signed by the facility
representative.

 ES 201 C.1.h.
 When submitting an exam, the facility must provide:
 The source of each item.
 For modified items, note changes made or submit a copy of the original item.

 ES 201 C.1.l
 Submit license applications IAW ES-202 along with a letter requesting that
licensing examinations be administered.

~6 months prior to NRC Exam
 Written Exam Sample Plan (ES 401 C.1.a, D.1.e)
 Region II provides the Written Exam Sample plan to the
facility
 Typically a request is received ~6 months in advance, but
we provide the Sample Plans on demand (need a few
weeks of turn around)

~75 days prior to NRC Exam
 Operating Test Outlines (ES
301: C.1.a, C.1.b, D.3.g,
D.4.c, D.5.e)

 Proposed outlines and any
reference material needed for
their review
 Must be received by the date
agreed upon with the NRC
regional office, normally
approximately 75 days before
the scheduled examination
date.

 Admin JPMs: ES 301-1 for each
applicant level
 Control Room JPMs: ES 301-2
for each applicant level
 Simulator Scenarios: ES D-1s
for each scenario. Also complete
Form ES 301-5.

~75 days prior to NRC Exam
 Other Items to Submit
 ES-201-2, “Exam Outline Quality Checklist Form”
 ES-201-3, “Examination Security Agreement”

Timeline
120-day
letter

120 days

(~4 months)

prior to
exam

90 days

(~3 months)

prior to
exam

Op Test
Outlines:
ES 201-2
ES 201-3
ES 301-1
ES 301-2
ES D-1
ES 301-5

Exam

60 days

(~2 months)

prior to
exam

30 days

(~1 month)

prior to
exam

First day
of op test

~70 days prior to NRC Exam
 NRC will review the Operating Test outlines and provide feedback
NRC
comment
120-day
letter

120 days

(~4 months)

prior to
exam

Op Test
Outlines

90 days

(~3 months)

prior to
exam

Exam

60 days

(~2 months)

prior to
exam

30 days

(~1 month)

prior to
exam

First day
of op test

~45 days prior to NRC Exam
Draft Exams Due
 Operating Test (ES 301 C.1.c, D.3.h,
D.4.d, D.5.d)
 The facility will prepare the draft operating
exam, taking NRC comments from the
Outline submittal into account.
 Re-submit the JPM outlines (ES-301-1
and ES-301-2), including any changes,
along with complete copies of all JPMs
and JPM answer keys
 Re-submit the Scenario outlines (ES-D-1),
including any changes, along with a
complete operator action form (ES-D-2)
for each event.
 Submit an updated ES-301-5.

~45 days prior to NRC Exam
Draft Exams Due
 Written Exam
 The facility will prepare the draft
written exam (unless the exam is
NRC-authored), taking any NRC
pre-submittal comments into
account.
 Include information on Form ES
401-5, “Sample Written Exam
Question Worksheet” for each
proposed question.

~45 days prior to NRC Exam
Draft Exams Due
 Quality Reviews (ES 301: D.3.i,
D.4.e, E.1; ES 401: D.3, E.1)

 Review the quality of the Operating
Test using Forms ES 301-3,
“Operating Test Quality Checklist” and
ES 301-4, “Simulator Scenario Quality
Checklist.”
 Review the quality of the Written
Exam using Form ES 401-6, “Written
Exam Quality Checklist.”
 Review the quality of the entire draft
exam using ES 201-2, “Examination
Outline Quality Checklist.”
 Facility supervisory review is required
prior to submittal.

~45 days prior to NRC Exam
 Other items to submit
 Include any updates to ES 201-3
NRC
comment
120-day
letter

120 days

(~4 months)

prior to
exam

Op Test
Outlines

90 days

(~3 months)

prior to
exam

Draft Exams:
ES 201-2, 3
ES 301-3, 4, 5, 6
ES 401-5, 6
ES D-1, D-2

60 days

(~2 months)

prior to
exam

30 days

(~1 month)

prior to
exam

Exam

First day
of op test

What happens next
 NRC Regional Office
Review
 Comments on draft
operating exam – prior to
prep week
 Comments on draft written
exam – provided on Form
ES 401-9

Timeline
NRC
comment
120-day
letter

120 days

(~4 months)

prior to
exam

Op Test
Outlines

90 days

(~3 months)

prior to
exam

NRC
comment
Draft
Exams

60 days

(~2 months)

prior to
exam

Exam

30 days

(~1 month)

prior to
exam

First day
of op test

What happens next
 Exam Prep Week (ES 301 C.1.d, C.1.e, E.2.b, E.2.e)
 Typically occurs 2-3 weeks prior to the Operating Test

 Written Exam In-office Review (ES 401 C.1.d, E.2.e)
 Can also occur over the phone or at the facility
 Generally the week before or the week after prep week

Timeline
NRC
comment
120-day
letter

120 days

(~4 months)

prior to
exam

Op Test
Outlines

90 days

(~3 months)

prior to
exam

NRC
comment
Draft
Exams

60 days

(~2 months)

prior to
exam

Prep Week,
Written Exam
Review

30 days

(~1 month)

prior to
exam

Exam

First day
of op test

Between Prep Week and the Exam
 The facility will make all agreed-upon changes to the operating test and
the written exam.
 The Chief Examiner will ensure all agreed-upon changes are
incorporated.

The NRC retains final authority to approve the written
exam and operating tests.

Preliminary License Applications
 ES 201 C.2.g
 The NRC will review preliminary license applications IAW ES
202. Preliminary applications are due ~30 days before the
examination date.
 At the same time, the NRC will evaluate any waiver requests in
accordance with ES-204.
120-day
letter

Draft
Exams

Op Test
Outlines
NRC
comment

90 days

(~3 months)

prior to
exam

60 days

(~2 months)

prior to
exam

Prelim Apps
NRC
comment

30 days

Prep Week
Written Exam Review

(~1 month)

prior to
exam

Exam

First day
of op test

Final Items Prior to Op Test
 ES 201 C.2.i

 The responsible NRC
supervisor approves the
exams for administration
 Related forms

 Form ES-301-3 – Operating Test
Quality Checklist
 Form ES-401-6 – Written Exam
Quality Checklist

 Exam approval letter is issued
(for written exam)
 List of applicants (ES-201-4) is
generated

Timeline
120-day
letter

Final Apps
Form ES 301-3
Form ES 401-6
Exam Approval Letter
List of Applicants
Draft
Exams

Op Test
Outlines
NRC
comment

90 days

(~3 months)

prior to
exam

60 days

(~2 months)

prior to
exam

Prelim Apps
NRC
comment

Exam

Prep Week,
Written Exam
Review

30 days

(~1 month)

prior to
exam

First day
of op test

Post Exam Activities
 ES 501 B
 The goal of the NRR operator licensing program office is to complete
licensing or denial actions within 30 days after the facility licensee submits
the graded examinations or its formal written examination comments to the
NRC. The NRC and facility licensee staffs should establish their priorities
and schedules to achieve this goal.

5 Days After the Written Exam
 Submit the following to the NRC after the Written Exam:
 Each applicant’s original answer and examination cover sheets plus a clean copy
of each applicant’s answer sheet
 Master exams and answer keys (with any required annotations)
 Questions asked by and answers given during the written examination
 Post exam comments – includes applicants comments, as well as any
recommended substantive changes based on any grading analysis
 Seating chart
 A completed Form ES-403-1, “Written Examination Grading Quality Checklist”
 The original Form ES-201-3, “Examination Security Agreement,” with a pre- and
post-examination signatures

What the NRC Does, Post-Exam
 The NRC Regional Office will grade the exams IAW ES 303 and ES 403.
 Borderline exams are graded in detail (78-82% overall, 66-74% on SRO-only).
 Regional office completes the Written Exam Grading Form (ES-403-1) and an Individual Exam
Report (ES-303-1) for each applicant.

What the NRC Does, Post-Exam
 Exam results are recorded on the Power Plant Examination Results Summary (ES-501-2).
 The responsible supervisor reviews the results, determines whether a license will be issued or
denied, and signs the ES-403-1 and the ES-303-1.
 The OLA will then prepare a license, denial, or notification letter for each applicant.
 Notification letters are sent in the event waiver requirements need to be met, or when the exam is
borderline (license held pending any exam appeals).

What the NRC Does, Post-Exam
 Facility is generally notified via phone of the exam results and license
numbers.
 ES-501-2 is mailed to the facility.
 Each applicant is sent a license, denial, or notification letter, along with their
ES-303-1, the as-run ES-D-1 and their written exam cover and answer
sheets.
 A license denial package will also include an ES-D-2 and a master copy of the
written exam and answer key.

What the NRC Does, Post-Exam
 The Regional office prepares the Exam Report:
 The exam report documents:
The quality of the exam submission (SAT or UNSAT)
Any delays in administering the examination (and the reason)
Any extensions of the written examination time
Exam results, including any significant grading deficiencies (for facility graded
exams)
 An overview of the exam security measures
 Any other issues or findings discussed at the exit meeting
 The report will also include (or reference):










A copy of the final written exam and answer key, including any changes
Post Exam Comments and resolutions
NRC explanation for accepting or rejecting each facility recommendation
a simulator fidelity report

Post Exam Activities
Exam Results +
20 Days:
Deadline for
Appeals
+5 days:
Post-Exam
Comments

Written
Exam

PEC+30 days:
Exam Results
Summary

+15 days

+30 days

PEC+45 days:
Exam Report

+45 days

+60 days

Related Presentations
 Operating Test Development: Mike Donithan and Gerry Laska
 Exam Validation: Newton Lacy and Rick Baldwin
 Sample Plan Development and KA Matching: Michael Meeks
 Plausibility: David Lanyi and Ken Schaaf
 SRO-Only Guidance: Bruno Caballero

Questions?

Hyatt Regency Learning Center

12:00–12:15 Welcome & Opening Remarks –
Len Wert, Deputy Regional
Administrator for Operations,
Region II
12:15–12:45 NRC Website – Bacon
12:45–13:00 Break
13:00–13:45 Anatomy of an Exam ‐ Toth
13:45–14:00 Break
14:00–14:45 License Application Process –
Goldau
14:45–15:00 Break
15:00–15:45 Sample Plan Development and
K/A Matching – Meeks
15:45–16:00 Q & A

Tuesday, July 23
07:00–08:00
08:00–08:15
08:15–09:00
09:00–09:15
09:15–10:00
10:00–10:15
10:15–11:00
11:00–12:00
12:00–12:45
12:45 –13:00
13:00–13:45
13:45–14:00
14:00–14:45
14:45–15:00
15:00–15:30
15:30

Coffee & Donuts ‐ Veranda Marquis One
Follow Up Q & A Day 1
Examination OE – Capehart
Break
Plausibility – Lanyi / Schaaf
Break
SRO Only Guidance – Caballero
Lunch
Alternate Path JPMs – Bates
Break
Operating Test – Donithan / Laska
Break
Exam Validation – Lacy / Baldwin
Break
Q&A
Adjourn

Wednesday, July 24

Agenda
U.S. NRC Region II 2013 Exam Writers’ Workshop

